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Executive SummaryU
The objective of our project has been to explore the fundamental physics underlying

optical nonlinearities in a variety of materials that have potential application to eye and sensor
protection and to demonstrate simple proof of principle devices based on these materials.
Initially, we studied optical nonlinearities in well-understood near infrared materials, GaAs and Si,
that had been used previously for optical limiting at 1064 nm. These studies allowed us to
develop an understanding of the magnitude of nonlinearities required for eye protection, the trade
offs between fluence dependent and intensity dependent nonlinearities, and allowed us to
recognize the potential for broad band limiting based on deep level transitions. Our studies
subsequently focused on materials more appropriate to limiting in the visible, specifically
organometallic compounds and the indirect, visible band gap material GaP.

Picosecond spectroscopy of the organometallic compound known as King's complex
allowed us to measure the excited state properties of this compound and to identify an anomalous
behavior for ns excitation of solutions of this compound that was subsequently identified as3 optically induced scattering. The implication of these results was that this compound was not
suitable for incorporation into solid hosts for eye protection goggles.

Measurements in GaP indicated that this material could provide eye-safe optical limiting
Slevels in low f/# configurations fer ps pulses over a narrow bandwidth near 532 n. Specifically,
in an f/5 configuration, the GaP limiter, which had a linear transmission of - 30%, displayed a
limiting threshold of - 10 nJ. Once threshold was reached, the output level remained below 0.1

Ij/cm2 over a range well in excess of 45 dB increase in input energy. Time-resolved
spectroscopy demonstrated that the dominant nonlinearities were fluence dependent, indicating
that the device should function well for much longer pulses, provided that recombination and
diffusion of carriers out of the illuminated spot do not become important. This conclusion was
verified by measurements of the optical nonlinearities using ns pulses at NVESD. The primary
liability of the device is its narrow operating bandwidth (estmated to be - 20 nm) due to the
frequency dependence of the linear absorption coefficient. We have proposed the use of
absorption through deep levels in this and/or other semiconductors to address this issue.

Our key conclusions from this research are as follows. Given the program requirements
and the nature of available nonlinear optical materials, it is likely that the most reasonable choice
of device is one employing a nonlinearity associated with resonant excitation (single photon
absorption) and an intermediate focal plane. While nonresonant nonlinearities provide broadband
responses, they are generally too weak to provide eye-safe limiting levels. Hence, we should seek
broad band linear absorbers that subsequently exhibit strong excitation-related nonlinearities, e.g.,

Sreverse saturable absorption in organics or organometallics or carrier related nonlinearities in
semiconductors. The key to the successful implementation of such a device resides in finding
materials that exhibit broad, slowly varying linear absorption in the visible and large excited state
coefficients. While the organics and organometallics seem to have an edge in this regard, we
should not overlook heavily doped or even amorphous semiconductors, which generally have very

I broad bandtail absorption features.
Finally, we note that this contract continues until September 1995 at a greatly reduced

level of effort under AASERT funding.
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NANOSECOND and SUB-NANOSECOND INVESTIGATIONS 3
of INTRINSIC OPTICAL-LIMITING MECHANISMS in

PHOTOREFRACTIVE and SEMICONDUCTING MATERIALS
DAAB07-89-C-F412

1. Contract Information U
U

This contract, which had an original total cost of $775,560, began 31 March 1989 and was

scheduled to end 30 March 1993. In March of 1992, a proposal for a Department of Defense 3
Augmentation Award for Science and Engineering Research Training (AASERT) was selected for

funding. The purpose of this award was to provide funding for one additional Ph. D. student on

the current parent contract. Funding for the AASERT award, which had a 15 September !'1#92 3
start date, totaled $84,132, and the award was for a three year period. The AASERT award

extended the performance period of the parent contract from 31 March 1993 to 14 September 3
1995. It must be emphasized, however, that during this extended period, the level of effort on the

contract will be greatly reduced; while the parent contract provided support for two students, one

post doc, and significant faculty time, the AASERT award provides funding for only one student. 3
Since as of 30 March 1993 the bulk of the research on this contract has been completed, it is

appropriate to summarize our results and conclusions in this Preliminary Final Report. This 3
document is also intended to serve as the first Quarterly Report for 1993.

2. Project Description and Summary 3

The objective of our project has been to explore the fundamental physics underlying 3
optical nonlinearities in a variety of materials that have potential application to eye and sensor

protection and to demonstrate simple proof of principle devices based on these materials. The 1

direction of these studies was determined by the overall program goal, which was to implement 3
optical limiting devices capable of providing limiting levels of 0.1 p1J/cm 2, high linear throughput

4U
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(> 70%), and a large dynamic range (> 60 dB) for 10 ns pulses throughout the spectral range of

U 400-700 nm. In addition, to preserve field of view, the devices must be based on low f/#

configurations. While these criteria may be easily satisfied individually in various materials, the

requirement that they be simultaneously satisfied in a given device places extreme performance

demands on the nonlinear element in the device. To our knowledge, no single material or

combination of materials in any device has yet completely satisfied all of the program goals.

3 Nevertheless, progress has been made on many fronts leading to an improved understanding of

material properties that govern optical limiting devices and to the demonstration of optical limiters

I that satisfy many (though not all) of the program requirements.

3 Specifically on this project, we began by studying optical nonlinearities in well

characterized and well understood near infrared materials, GaAs and Si, that had been used

3 previously for optical limiting at 1064 nm. While not directly applicable to eye protection, these

studies allowed us to develop an understanding of the magnitude of nonlinearities required for eye

'I protection, the trade offs between fluence dependent and intensity dependent nonlinearities, and

5 allowed us to recognize the potential for broad band limiting based on deep level transitions.

These studies demonstrated to us that, given the magnitude of two-photon absorption coefficients

3 in existing materials, in order to provide limiting at eye safe levels for nanosecond and longer

pulses, fluence dependent nonlinearities are required. In addition, photorefractive measurements

I in GaAs and comparison with the effect in high-gain materials such as BaTiO 3 , made it clear to us

3 that the program goals could not be met using photorefractive beam fanning or coupling, unless

improvements were made in photorefractive materials. Specifically, a material was needed with

3 the high sensitivity of a photorefractive semiconductor, such as GaAs, but with the high gain of,

e.g., BaTiO 3 . Since such a material was not available, we subsequently focused our attention on

U two processes, reverse saturable absorption in organometallics and free carrier nonlinearities

3 associated with linear absorption in semiconductors. Both of these processes can be fluence

dependent over broad time scales. These studies were all conducted at visible wavelengths. We

3 note that all of our measurements have been conducted with picosecond pulses to ensure that
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I
measurements of material parameters are accurate. This accurate determination of the nonlinear

constants of the material were then incorporated into computer models that allowed us to U
simulate device response under other excitation conditions. In some instances, nanosecond

measurements have been performed at Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL) and at the U. S.

Army Night Vision and Electro-Optics Directorate (NVEOD) to corroborate and supplement our 3
findings.

The organometallic studies focused on solutions of the specific cluster compound known I
as King's complex, [(C 5H5)Fe(CO)] 4 , which was shown at HRL to exhibit strong optical limiting

of ns pulses at 532 nm. These ns measurements were sufficiently promising to warrant the

consideration of this compound for incorporation into solid hosts suitable for microlens arrays to 3
be implemented in eye-protection goggles. These preliminary results led us, in collaboration with

colleagues at HRL, to a detailed study of the nonlinear optical properties of King's complex. 3
Picosecond measurements of the optical response of this compound allowed us to determine the

system dynamics responsible for reverse saturable absorption (RSA), including excited state

lifetimes and cross sections and bounds on the lifetime of the second excited state and intersystem 3
crossing rate, which were then used to model the ns response. Such measurements, in

conjunction with molecular engineering, specifically ligand substitution, allowed us to identify the 3
excited state transition as a d-d transition involving the metal core of the molecule. Serious

deviations were found between the predicted nanosecond limiter response, based on the results of

these ps measurements, and the measured ns response. Subsequent ps investigations revealed an 3
apparent induced scattering in this compound occurring on ns time scales after optical excitation.

Indeed, by repeating the ns measurements and detecting the off-axis scatter, a significant nonlinear 3
scatter was observed. Nanosecond measurements on samples of King's complex embedded into a

solid host (PMMA) revealed little optical limiting indicating that this scatter actually dominated

the ns limiter response for solutions. Following this sequence of measurements, HRL focused on 3
alternate compounds for protective eye ware. This is a perfect example of the importance of

developing a complete understanding of the physics of a device prior to attempting to extrapolate 3
61



its performance to new environments. The HRL-University of Iowa collaboration succeeded

quite well in this endeavor.

The measurements of carrier related optical nonlinearities centered on the indirect band

m gap semiconductor GaP. Because of the details of the band structures and the nature of the

3 optically-coupled states, this material was expected to behave at 532 rnm much like Si at 1064 nm.

Our initial measurements of optical limiting in Si indicated that such a correlation would allow

eye-safe limiting levels to be achieved in GaP at 532 nm. Indeed, we straightforwardly

demonstrated that limiting levels of less than 0.2 p.1/cm 2 were readily attainable using thin layers

of this material in large f/# configurations. This initial success led us to a detailed investigation of

the nonlinear optical properties of this material. In addition to the expected free carrier

absorption and refraction processes, we observed two-photon absorption (TPA) in this material

for ps excitation, in spite of the fact that the wavelength used (532 rnm) provided photon energies

above the indirect band edge. Numerical modeling, however, demonstrated that the limiter

response was not significantly influenced by this TPA, but was in fact dominated by free carrier

refraction associated with linearly generated carriers, a fluence dependent process. This

conclusion was experimentally verified by repeating our measurements with longer pulses - these

measurements gave essentially the same results, indicating that the fluence of the pulses and not

the intensity drove the dominant nonlinearity. The fluence dependence was also corroborated by

ns z-scan measurements at NVESD, which demonstrated the same magnitude refractive

nonlinearity as determined with ps excitation.

Having demonstrated the fluence dependence of the optical nonlinearities in GaP, we next

turned our attention to the practical aspects of optical limiters based on GaP. To this end, we

constructed low f/# devices based on this compound and characterized their performance for 532

nm excitation. These devices have demonstrated -30% linear throughput at 532 nm and effective

dynamic ranges for eye safe limiting (defined as the ratio of the input energy at which the output

exceeds 0.2 p. to the switching energy of -10 nJ) of > 45 dB. While these are very promising

results, this limiter has two significant drawbacks: 1) much of the dynamic range is achieved by

*~7.



operating the device at fluences above the single shot damage threshold of the GaP.

Nevertheless, in this mode the device fails safe and the low tU# ensures that the damage does not

significantly degrade the linear imaging through the device. 2) A more severe shortcoming is that

the device in its present form is expected to operated only over a narrow bandwidth of perhaps U
20-30 rim. This limitation is not easily reconciled but may be reduced by using thinner GaP 3
samples or by utilizing deep level impurities for the optical transitions. U

2.1 Primary Conclusions I
I

While we have made significant progress in developing an understanding of a wide variety

of optical nonlinearities in numerous materials potentially suitable for optical limiting and have 3
explored several optical limiting configurations, we can summarize some of our key findings as

follows. U
3

"* For eye protection devices, an intermediate focal plane must be available or provided in any

practical device due to the limited magnitude of optical nonlinearities in existing materials. 3
" The most promising device configuration for eye protection is the simplest, i.e., one that U

utilizes a single beam and single intermediate focal plane at which the nonlinear medium is 3
placed. I

" It is likely that the devices that most closely meet the program goals will involve multiple

nonlinear elements in self-protecting configurations. U
"* Two-photon related nonlinearities in semiconductors can provide broad-band, eye-safe optical

limiting, but only for subnanosecond pulses. 3
S 3
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I Nonlinearities associated with linearly generated carriers in semiconductors such as GaP can

provide eye-safe !i"-,iting levels for a wide range of pulse durations, but only over a limited

bandwidth. We have identified two potential approaches for improving the bandwidth: 1)

rediacing the GaP thickness, in effect trading off dynamic range for bandwidth and 2)

incorporating deep levels into the GaP and utilizing impurity to conduction band and valence

band to impurity transitions for broad band absorption. Another potential problem that must

be addressed in such a material is the issue of diffusion of carriers out of the focused spot for

I low f/# configurations. This would lead to a decrease in the "effective" nonlinearity.

In the low f0# limiters that are required for practical applications, damage to the nonlinear

element itself should not necessarily be used to determine the dynamic range of the device.

For example, the GaP limiter continues to limit far above the GaP damage threshold, and the

small spot size associated with the low V7# configuration ensures that the damaged spot does

not significantly degrade the imaging performance of the optical system. In addition, the

damage to the GaP is a consequence of melting. The molten region quickly recrystallizes,

providing protection against subsequent threat pulses.

* We have demonstrated an improved limiter response in an f4Rf5 input/output configuration.

Such a geometry takes advantage of the fact that in the nonlinear medium, light is

preferentially blocked in the center of the focused spot, resulting in a ring-like far field pattern.

The larger output V'# can be used to block much of this ring, thereby reducing the limiter

throughput.

0 While the particular organometallic compound that we focused on (King's complex) may not

be appropriate for eye protection applications, we believe that organics and organometallics

may provide the best route to approaching the program goals, in part because these materials

9
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U

can often provide broadband responses and can be engineered for specific applications. We

caution, however, that if these compounds rely solely on reverse saturable absorption, they I
will necessarily have a limited dynamic range, since the best that can be done in such a system 5
is to achieve a new and lower steady-state transmission (see Appendix A). U
Finally, we believe that it is unlikely that any nonlinear material or combination of materials

will ever meet all of the program goals in a single device configuration. The best approach U
may be to utilize devices optimized for most likely threats but with broader and compromised

coverage for less likely threats. U
A large body of detailed additional information regarding progress on this contract has

been communicated in the regular quarterly reports and in manuscripts included in those reports U
as Appendices. Further information and details may be found in the Appendices attached to this

report. Appendix A contains a review paper on optical limiting to be published in Progress in

Quantum Electronics. This review, which resulted in part from work on this contract, contains an 3
overview of optical limiting using a variety of materials, including organics, organometallics,

fullerenes, semiconductors, and liquid crystals. Appendix B contains an internal report describing 3
preliminary fYl 5 limiting results and measurements of optical nonlinearities in GaP.

U
2.2 Recommendations U

By considering both our own experience on this program and by incorporating our

knowledge of the successes and failures of others involved in the eye and sensor protection

program, we conclude the following regarding directions for future research in this area. 3
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We beneve that the material systems with the most potential for success for eye and sensor

protection are the organics and organometallics. This is primarily because of the extreme

flexibility inherent in these materials, i.e., their amenability to molecular engineering. This

property allows the molecules to in principle be tailored to a given application and, more

3 importantly, offers hope for engineering improved optical nonlinearities. We believe that

the most promising approach to utilizing such molecules is to explore systems that exhibit

3 RSA. Attempts should be made to identify compounds with weak, broad-band linear

absorption (perhaps metal-metal transitions in an organometallic) in the visible but that

I have strong excited state absorption (characteristic of, e.g., a charge-transfer transition).

3 Ideally, the system should exhibit rapid intersystem crossing, e.g., from a singlet excited

state to a triplet state, and the lifetime of the triplet should be long compared to the

3 potential threat pulst; duration. The ratio of the excited-state cross section to ground-state

cross section should be as large as possible (a ratio of 1000:1 is not inconceivable and

U should be sought). Since at best RSA acting alone can only result in a new and lower

3 transmission, such a system is doomed to have an output that exceeds the MPE for some

input level. Hence, careful consideration should be given to supplementing the RSA with,

e.g., refractive nonlinearities associated with either excitation of the molecule itself or with

heating, electrostriction, or X(3) in the solvent or host. We note that even if a suitable

U molecular system is found, many systems issues mus'L still be addressed before it could be

3 implemented into a practical configuration for eye protection. For example, a sufficient

number of molecules must be placed within the focal volume of a low f7# system to

3 provide adequate dynamic attenuation for eye protection. The associated molar

concentrations may be limited by solubility in a molecular system. As a specific example

I of a molecular system that remains promising, we cite the metallated phthalocyanines,

naphthalocyanines, and related compounds. Steady progress has been made in engineering

such compounds for optical limiting applications, and continued research should be

3 encouraged. Also, the fullerenes remain interesting due to the novel nature of these



molecules, their optical properties, and the potential for engineering enhanced nonlinear

optical properties.

While photorefractives continue to appear promising for eye and sensor protection from

long pulses or CW radiation, adequate protection from ns pulses requires that

photorefractive materials with both high gain and high sensitivity be developed. This and

other applications have led to the study of controlled doping and post growth processing

to increase the sensitivity of materials such as BaTiO3. Such an increase in sensitivity can

be obtained by increasing the carrier lifetime, carrier mobility, or both. Continuied research

into high-speed, high-sensitivity photorefractives, such as Co-doped and chemically

reduced BaTiO 3, should be encouraged, and this research should include studies to

develop a thorough understanding of the cause and effect associated with materials

engineering by growth and post-growth processing.

Optically-induced damage in transmission mode configurations should continue to be

examined for optical limiting. In low f/# configurations, damage can be used as an

effective means for limiting without rendering an optical system inactive. This is a

consequence of the small spot sizes and, hence, small damage spots that occur in the focal

plane of a low f7# lens. We have demonstrated that damage in GaP can be used to provide

optical limiting below the MPE over many decades of input fluence for an f75

configuration. While the damage results in some ablation of material, no "punch through"

has been observed. Once a spot has been severely damaged, it remains essentially opaque,

thereby protecting the sensor from subsequent illumination on that same spot (note that it

is extremely unlikely that this same spot would be illuminated if the threat laser is a low

repetition rate (e.g., - 10 Hz) system). Again, the imaging quality of the optical system is

not severely degraded by this single spot because of its small size, i.e., thousands of

damaged spots could be sustained before significant image degradation occurred.

12
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Transmission configurations such as used with GaP have the advantage over reflection

U configurations in that they are not limited by the residual reflection from the undercoating

in a thin film reflective device. While the GaP results are intriguing, we recognize that the

GaP limiter, even operating via the damage mode, is constrained by its bandwidth

5 limitation (we have demonstrated that optical damage at 1.06 gim in GaP does not provide

adequate limiting levels for eye protection). An ideal material for limiting by damage

3 would be a broad band linear absorber with a low damage threshold (- 100 mJ/cm 2 ) that

was either pulse width independent or depended only weakly on pulse width. The

absorption coefficient should be such that the material can be made thick enough to avoid3 "punch through" by ablation while still providing adequate luminous transmission. Still

another issue is that of diffusion, which could tend to increase the damaged spot size for a

3 given fluence; the material should have a low diffusion coefficient. We have considered

broad band absorbers in the visible such as amorphous silicon (Si on sapphire) for this

U application. Such Si films must be made quite thin (- 100 nm) to provide reasonable

3 luminous transmission in the visible, and they may not be adequate to avoid catastrophic

ablation. It may be possible to use a hard transparent overcoat, such as diamond, to

5 reduce this problem. Amorphous Si (or some other semiconductor) embedded into a glass

(or other hard, transparent host) may also be a route to consider for this application.

1 We recommend that systems issues related to optical limiting continue to be studied

theoretically. Parametric studies of a limiter response should be conducted for a given

3 system configuration as a function of nonlinear material parameters and for a given

material as a function of system configuration. Finally, the influence of aberrations on the

I limiter response should be carefully considered. The limiter response should be modeled

3 for off-axis illumination to determine the effects of coma on its response, an aberration

that could significantly reduce the effectiveness of limiting in low if# systems. We have

3 found that, in a limiter dominated by defocusing and optically-induced damage (GaP

* 13



limiter), the limiter response was dramatically improved when the piano-convex singlet

focusing lens was replaced by a doublet of the same focal length and V/#, thereby reducing

spherical aberration. This indicates a significant potential pitfall of blindly following the

Gleason protocol, which calls for use of a simple piano-convex f/5 lens in all limiter

configurations.

3. Goals for the Remainder of the Contract

As mentioned, the level of effort for the remainder of the contract will be greatly reduced, 3
essentially consisting of the effort of the single AASERT student with guidance from the principal

investigators. It must be emphasized that the program at this point is student oriented, since the 3
goal of the AASERT program is to increase the number of high-quality U.S. scientists and

engineers trained in areas relevant to the D.O.D. As a continuation of our program, we will

complete our experimental and theoretical studies of the GaP optical limiter. These studies will

include the incorporation of diffusion into our theoretical model for the GaP limiter. Our concern

is that in the low f/# systems that are of the most practical importance, carrier diffusion out of the I
focused spot could severely degrade the GaP (or any other semiconductor) limiter response for

nanosecond excitation. We will also numerically analyze the unmatched input/output f7# systems

to quantify the limiter improvement in this configuration. We also intend to perform some of the

parametric systems studies mentioned above. In addition, we plan to conduct picosecond

measurements of the optical response of high-speed BaTiO 3 . The material, which will be 3
provided by Sandoz Huningue of France, is state-of-the-art, Co-doped and chemically reduced

BaTiO3, that is being grown as part of a major program for improving the reproducibility of

growth and speed of response of this photorefractive material. The measurements are expected to

allow for the separation of the carrier mobility from the carrier lifetime in sensitivity

measurements. This information will be correlated to growth conditions and used for improving I

14
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material properties. Measurements will also be conducted with a tunable infrared optical3 parametric oscillator to explore the deep levels in these BaTiO3 samples to aid in quantify'ing the

n nature of the levels and their role in the photorefractive response.
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Appendix A

A Review of Optical Limiting Mechanisms and Devices Using Organics,

Fullerenes, Semiconductors and Other Materials

An Invited Review Paper

To be Published

Progress in Quantum Electronics
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I A Review of Optical Limiting Mechanisms and Devices using Organics,
Fullerenes, Semiconductors and Other Materials

Lee W. Tutt

Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, NY 14650

and

I Thomas F. Boggess

Center for Laser Science & Engineering and Department of Physics and Astronomy

I University of Iowa

Iowa City, IAI
3 Abstract

I We review nonlinear optical processes in various materials which can be utilized in passive

optical limiting devices. Specifically, the mechanisms of reverse saturable absorption, two-
photon and free-carrier absorption, nonlinear refraction, and induced scattering are

examined, and the implementation of these processes in optical limiting devices is3 discussed. The effectiveness of each approach depends on the specific application for the
optical limiting device, and the advantages and limitations of each are addressed. Different3 materials, such as fullerenes, organometallics, carbon black suspensions, semiconductors,
and liquid crystals, all of which have been used in optical limiting devices, are discussed.
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1

The continuing integration of all-optical, electro-optical, acousto-optical and opto-
mechanical devices into modem technology has led to the development of an ever

increasing number of novel schemes for efficiently manipulating the amplitude, phase,
polarization, or direction of optical beams. The ability to control the intensity of light in a

predetermined and predictable manner is one of the most fundamental and important of 3
manipulations, with applications ranging from optical communications to optical

computing. Although there are numerous methods that can be used to switch, limit,

amplify, or modulate the amplitude of an optical signal, all of these may be broadly
categorized into two groups: dynamic and passive methods.

Dynamic control is accomplished by a device that uses some form of active feedback. A
photosensor which controls an iris that restricts the intensity of light incident on an optical 3
system is an example of dynamic control. There are virtually an infinite number of
schemes and devices that can be constructed to control light in such a manner. These 3
dynamic devices suffer a number of disadvantages, such as a tendency to high complexity

and slower speeds than passive devices. The higher complexity results from the need for

multiple components that must communicate with one another. A device designed for

dynamic intensity control generally requires a sensor, a processor, and an actuation module It
to accomplish this task. The tendency to slower speeds is due to the sense, process, and
actuate functions being separate. Individual modules require time to operate in a serial

manner and time for communcation between the modules. .• 3
By contrast, passive control is typically accomplished using a nonlinear optical material in 3
which the sensing, processing and actuating functions are inherent. This type of material

has been referred to as an intelligent or smart material. Since the optical control function is

part of the physical characteristics of the material, the speed is not limited by
communication between individual modules and the device can potentially be very simple

and fast. Such devices ame crucial for controlling short optical pulses.

Two important and distinctly different types of passive devices used to control the 3
amplitude of an optical signal are all-optical switches and limiters. While both have many

realized and potential applications, of particular interest in this review is their application to 3
sensor protection. An ideal passive optical switch is a nonlinear optical device that is
activated at a set intensity or fluence threshold, whereupon the device becomes completely 3
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I opaque. By contrast, an ideal optical limiter exhibits a linear transmission below threshold,

but above threshold its output intensity is constant. The response of an optical limiter and

an optical switch are shown in figures la and b. We emphasize that these responses are
those of ideal devices to ideal optical pulses that are uniform in both space and time. Pulses

Swith realistic temporal and spatial profiles modify these responses. Under more realistic

conditions, the limiter activation threshold is less well defined, and the output fluence will5 not be perfectly clamped at a constant value. For any realistic switch, the leading edge of a

fast optical pulse will pass through the device before activation, yielding a response
intermediate between a limiter and an ideal switch (Fig. 1c). Although optical limiters and

optical switches are both important nonlinear optical devices that can often be used
interchangeably for certain applications, in this review we restrict our discussions to3 passive optical limiters.

3I Optical limiters have been utilized in a variety of circumstances where a decreasing
transmission with increasing excitation is desirable. For example, these devices have been
used for various laser pulse shaping applications. While saturable absorbers had long been

used for pulse compression, Q switching and mode locking, in 1984 Harter and Bandl

demonstrated that an optical limiter consisting of a reverse saturable absorber could be used

for passive mode locking. Harter, et al.2 , have also shown that amplitude modulated
pulses can be smoothed by an optical limiter, provided the duration of the amplitude
substructure is long compared to the activation time of the limiter. In this application, a

long optical pulse with short intensity spikes incident on the limiter will have the spikes3 preferentially attenuated with respect to the average pulse shape. The net result is a pulse

with a more temporally uniform shape. In 1986 Band, et al.3, demonstrated that an opticalU limiter could be combined with a saturable absorber for improved pulse compression. In

this configuration, the leading edge of the pulse is preferentially attenuated by the saturable

absorber, and the trailing edge of the pulse is preferentially attenuated by the optical limiter.

The latter is activated by the energy absorbed from the leading portion of the pulse. The net
result is a more temporally compressed and symmetric pulse than would be obtained for3 either mechanism acting alone.

SYet another application of optical limiters has been proposed and demonstrated by
Bialkowski4. In this case, a slow optical limiter was used to reduce the background in3 pulsed, infrared-laser-excited, photothermal spectroscopy. This application makes use of
the slow response of a BaTiO3 photorefractive beam fanning optical limiter to reduce a3 large background signal, thereby relatively enhancing the fast transient signals of interest.

I
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This particular application is unusual because it requires an optical limiter with a very slow U
response. The method of using slow optical limiters for rejection of constant background

is likely to b-. applicable to other areas of spectroscopy.

One of the most important application for optical limiters, however, is eye and sensor 3
protection in optical systems, such as direct viewing devices (telescopes, gunsights, etc.),

focal plane arrays, night vision systems, etc. All photonic sensors, including the eye, have 3
an intensity level above which damage occurs. Using an appropriate optical limiter in the

system prior to the sensor extends the dynamic range of the sensor and allows the sensor to

continue to operate under harsher conditions than otherwise possible.

In this review we attempt to provide a broad overview of passive optical limiters, with an 3
emphasis on devices intended for eye and sensor protection. All of these devices

necessarily rely on optical nonlinearities and use a vanety of nonlinear mechanisms. Their 3
application to optical limiting is discussed. We address the advantages and liabilities of

various nonlinear media which may serve as the active material for these devices. There 3
exists a rather extensive literature on optical limiters for sensor protection, and many of the

key references are included herein. However, the scope of the review, and hence the

reference list, is not intended to be all inclusive, and undoubtedly some devices,

applications, materials, and references have been omitted. There have been several recent

overviews',6,7,8 of various aspects of this topic, and the reader is referred to these papers,

as well as the other references herein, for supplementary and complementary information to

the present review. 3
The review is organized in the following manner. In the next section, we discuss a variety 3
of nonlinear optical phenomena that can be used to construct an optical limiter. These

include absorptive processes such as reverse saturable absorption, two-photon absorption, 3
and free-carrier absorption, nonlinear refractive processes such as self focusing, self

defocusing, and photorefraction, and optically induced scattering. Various optical limiter

design considerations are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we consider specific

material examples, such as carbon black suspensions, organometallics, fullerenes,

semiconductors, and liquid crystals, and our conclusions are presented in Section 5. 3

2. Mechanisms for Passive Ootical Limiting I
__ U
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The optical limiting devices that have been reported in the literature are many and varied,

but they all rely on a material (or materials) that exhibits at least one nonlinear optical

mechanism. Such mechanisms include, e.g., nonlinear absorption, nonlinear refraction,
induced scattering, and even phase transitions. The origins of such nonlinearities vary
widely. For example, nonlinear absorption may be associated with two-photon absorption,

excited-state absorption, or free-carrier absorption. Nonlinear refraction may arise from,

Se.g., molecular reorientation, the electronic Kerr effect, excitation of free carriers,

photorefraction, or optically-induced heating of the materiaL Induced scattering is typically

a consequence of optically-induced heating or plasma generation in the medium. Optically-

induced phase transitions are also usually of thermal origin. Often, more than one of these

processes is operative in any given device, but in this section each process is addressed

individually. The section on specific material examples illustrates how multiple
nonlinearities are often combined in a single device.

All optical nonlinearities can be broadly classified into two groups: instantaneous and3 accumulative nonlinearities. For the former, the polarization density resulting from an
applied electric field occurs essentially instantaneously. For such interactions, the

polarization density amplitude is usually expanded in a Taylor series9 in the electric field

amplitude, E, or :

P=eo[X(1 )E +X( 2)EE+ X(3)EEE+ ], (1)

1 where X(n) is the complex susceptibility tensor of order n. The first term, (), is

responsible for linear absorption and refraction, while the remaining terms are associated

I with light-induced nonlinear effects. The X(2) term is present only in noncentrosymmetric

materials, and it gives rise to sum and difference frequency mixing, optical rectification,

and the electro-optic effect. The term most widely applied to optical limiting is that

involving (). The most important X(3) processes for optical limiting are two photon
absorption, which is associated with the imaginary part of X(, and the electronic Kerr

effect, which is associated with the real part of X3O).

3 In contrast with the instantaneous nonlinearities, accumulative nonlinearities arise from

interactions with memory, i.e., the polarization density generated by an applied field either3 develops or decays on a time scale comparable to or longer than the excitation duration.

Such interactions are generally dissipative, i.e., they require energy transfer from the field3 to the medium, and the nonlinearity itself is initiated by this energy transfer. Hence, in

U
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contrast with the instantaneous nonlinearities that depend on the instantAneous intensity 3
within the medium, the accumulative nonlinearities typically depend on the energy density
deposited in the medium. Examples of such accumulative nonlinearities include nonlinear 3
absorptive processes, such as excited-state absorption and free-carrier absorption, and
nonlinear refractive processes associated with free-carrier generation or optically-induced

heating. These nonlinearities can also be nonlocal, i.e., the polarization density induced at
position r may depend on the optical intensity at position r'. An important example of
such a process with applications to optical limiting is the photoref-active effect.

Accumulative nonlinearities can in principle depend only on the fluence (as opposed to the
intensity) in the incident pulse and, therefore, can be used to construct optical limiters with
responses that are insensitive to the incident pulse duration. The resonant nature of the
accumulative nonlinearities, however, frequently results in a narrow bandwidth of
operation for devices utilizing these mechanisms. By contrast, optical limiters that rely on

instantaneous (nonresonant) nonlinearities can be very broad band. These nonlinearities,
however, require high intensities and typically effectively operate only for very short
optical pulses.

All of the nonlinear phenomena discussed above can be used for optical limiting, and Fig. 2 3
schematically illustrates the application of some of these processes in several of the optical
limiting configurations reported in the literature and subsequently discussed below. Fig. 2a
depicts the use of induced absorption, such as reverse saturable absorption, two-photon
absorption, and free-carrier absorption. Fig. 2b-d represent, respectively, a self

defocusing limiter, self focusing limiter, and an induced scattering limiter. Finally, Fig. 2e
and 2f illustrate a photorefractive beam fanning limiter and a photorefiractive excisor device.
While it is often the case that any given material will exhibit multiple nonlinear properties,
for simplicity the effects of each individual process have been separately depicted in Fig. 2
and will be separately discussed in some detail below. Specific material examples where 3
multiple nonlinearities are important will be discussed in a subsequent section.

A. Reverse Saturable Absorption i

In the mid 1960's, shortly after the invention of the laser, many researchers were
investigating dyes for potential application to Q-switching of the laser cavity. For this
application, dyes were sought that would bleach to transparency under intense illumination I
(saturable absorbers). Guiliano and Hess'0 in 1967 were investigating vat dyes and their

__ U
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I modified cousins and noted some examples that not only did not bleach to transparency but

instead darkened at high intensities. This was the first recognition of the property of

reverse saturable absorption (RSA).

Reverse saturable absorption generally arises in a molecular system when the excited state

absorption cross section is larger than the ground state cross section. The process can be

understood by considering a system that is modeled using three vibronically broadened

electronic energy levels, as shown in Fig. 3a. The cross section for absorption from the
ground state NI is u1, and 02 is the cross section for absorption from the first excited state

N2 to the second excited state N3. The lifetime of the first excited state is %2. As light is

absorbed by the material, the first excited state begins to become populated and contributes3 to the total absorption cross section. If ;2 is smaller than o1, then the material becomes
more transparent or "bleaches"; i.e., it is a saturable absorber. If 02 is larger than 0l, then

the total absorption increases, and the material is known as a reverse saturable absorber.

This behavior is shown in Fig. 4. The change in intensity of a beam as it propagates3 through the material is :

dl/dz = - [NtqO+NZ(02- 1)JI, (2)

whr'e z is the direction traversed, and Nt is the total number of active molecules per area in3 the slice dz, and the population of level 3 has been neglected. Initially, the material obeys

Beer's law when N2 is unpopulated, and the transmission is constant as the incident
fluence is increased. The slope is given by T=-log(oiNtL). At a sufficiently high fluence,

however, the first excited state N2 becomes substantially populated and in the limit of

complete ground state depletion the slope again becomes constant at the new value of
-log(o2NtL). The optical limiting action is not truly limiting, as the fluence which is

transmitted is still increasing with increasing incident fluence, but it does so more slowly.
If the ratio 02 /I0 is sufficiently large, however, the new transmission will be small and in
a properly designed system the dynamic range of the sensor will be greatly extended.

The three level diagram describes the simplest case for RSA materials but can generally3 only be applied for subnanosecond pulses and under circumstances such that transitions
from the second excited state are negligible. The energy states involved in three level

materials usually consists of singlet states and the transitions are all allowed. The transition

cross sections are therefore large, but a disadvantage is that de-excitation is rapid (T2
small). This necessitates larger intensities for long pulses to activate the nonlinearity

UtmalamIllm l~lM I I• •I
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through populating the excited electronic state. Fortunately, on longer timescales in some 3
systems, significant intersystem crossing to other states can occur from the first excited
state. In this case the five level diagram shown in Fig. 3b is applicable. The excited state 3
N4 is usually a triplet or other long lived state, and for long pulses it can act as a metastable

state that accumulates population during the pulse. The lifetime of N4 gives an indication

of the maximum pulse width for which the material is efficient to act as an optical limiter.
Pulses with duration longer than the metastable state allow some of the metastable
molecules generated by the leading edge of the pulse to decay to the ground state before the 3
tailing edge has passed, thereby reducing the RSA.

In most systems, x3 and 5 are very small and significant population of N3 and N5 do not
accumulate. Therefore, N3 and N5 can be set to zero, considerably simplifying the

dynamical equations describing Fig. 3b. The equations representing the full five level
model are given by: 3
MNI/'At = -ai(Nr-N2-N3-N4 -N5)IVhv+N 2/t 2 +N4/'.4 (4) 3

= (NN2 -N3-N4 -N5 )TIhv-o2N2I/hv-N2/T2-N2/•24 (5)

MN3 /'t = a 2N2 I/hv-N 3/r 3  
(6)

=N4/cdt -y-4N4I/hv-N4/fT4+N 2/T24+N 5ft 5  (7) 3
aN5/t- o4N4]/hv-N 5/'c5  (8) 3
NT = NI+N 2+N3+N4 +N5  (9) 3
and3

al/Qz = -aI(NT-N2-N3-N4-N5)I-C02,,21-I 4 N4I, (10) 3
where hv is the energy per photon, I is the intensity of the pulse, and stimulated emission

has been neglected. The latter assumes that optical coupling to the excited states is well
above the bottom of the vibronic manifolds and that relaxation from the optically-coupled

states to the bottom of the manifolds occurs on a time scale that is much shorter than the 3
pulse duration. To completely understand the response of an RSA device, these equations I

U
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I must be solved as the pulse propagates through the material. The material parameters
necessary to solve the equations are 01, 02, 04, T2,C €4, and E24. For optimum optical

limiting performance, certain parameters need to be maximized. The ratio of the excited
state absorption to the ground state, 02/01, 04/0l should be large to minimize the
transmission of the limiter at high incident intensity. For maximum efficiency, the lifetime
of the triplet state (r2) and the intersystem crossing rate I/24 should be large to populate3 the triplet state and maintain the population throughout the pulse.

3 B. Two-Photon Absorntion

Two photon absorption (TPA) can also be used in a manner similar to RSA to construct
optical limiters. In contrast with reverse saturable absorption, TPA is an instantaneous
nonlinearity that involves the absorption of a photon from the field to promote an electron3 from its initial state to a virtual intermediate state, followed by the absorption of a second
photon that takes the electron to its final state. Since the intermediate state for such3 transitions is virtual, energy need not be conserved in the intermediate state but only in the
final state. The mechanism of TPA can be thought of in terms of the three level RSA model
for the case where the lifetime of the intermediate state approaches zero and the ground state

absorption is extremely low (highly transparent). The intensity of the beam as it traverses
the material is:

al/az = -(a(+ PI) I, (11)U
where a is the linear absorption coefficient and 03 is the TPA coefficient which is related to

i the imaginary part of X(3) by the equation:
30)

2- Im[X(3)] (SI) (12)

Here, w is the circular frequency of the optical field, no is the linear index of refraction, and

c is the speed of light in vacuum. The solution to the propagation equation for a=O
(transparent material at low intensities) is given b-y

I!(L)= - o (13)I (0I+IoPL)

It
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where L is the length of the sample. This clearly demonstrates that the output intensity

decreases as the input intensity increases, exactly the behavior that is desired for an optical
limiter. The strength of this reduction is explicitly dependent on the TPA coefficient, the

incident intensity, and the sample thickness.

For TPA, the material response is on the order of an optical cycle and is, therefore,

independent of the optical pulse length for a fixed intensity. The device will respond

virtually instantaneously to the pulse. On the other hand, because of the limited magnitude
of 0 in existing materials, high intensities are required to realize significant TPA. Since the

intensity is essentially the energy density divided by the pulse duration, short pulses are

required to achieve limiting with TPA for energy densities that may be high enough to

damage an optical sensor.

To illustrate this, consider a pulse of duration c that is incident upon an optical limiter that is

constructed by placing a TPA material at the focal plane of a unity magnification inverting
telescope. The fluence at the focal plane is 105 times that at the input, i.e., the limiter

incorporates an optical gain of 105. The I-mm-thick active material has a TPA coefficient
of 0 = 10 cm/GW. For eye protection, as later discussed, the output of this device must be
clamped below ~ 1 ttJ/cm2 , which corresponds to a fluence of 0.1 J/cm2 transmitted

through the sample. For a pulse that is rectangular in time and cylindrical in space, Eq.
(13) indicates that the transmitted fluence, F, for high intensities (0 >> 113L) approaches

F = T/PL. (14)

Hence, to achieve a transmitted fluence below 0.1 J/cm2 (and, therefore, a device output of
less than 1 pJJ/cm 2) requires a pulse duration of c = 100 ps or less. This approximation

assumes a uniform beam profile at the sample, which of course is not typically the case in

an optical system with gain; for an Airy pattern or a Gaussian profile at the sample, an even

shorter pulse would be required. For a pulse that is again rectangular in time but Gaussian

in space, it can be shown'1 that the transmission of the sample is

T= l-• nl+ 0IoL) . (15)

The Gaussian spatial profile results in a less effective clamping of the output as is illustrated

in Fig. 5, which shows the fluence transmitted through the nonlinear medium versus input



U fluence measured at the surface of the medium for three pulse durations (1 ns, 100 ps, and
10 ps) and for the parameters mentioned above. Clearly, even for a 100 ps pulse, the
output fluence of the device will not be adequate for eye protection. In principle, improved
performance could be obtained using a thicker sample. Realistic systems, however, are3 likely to possess a low f-number, and focused spots in the sample may only be a few
microns in radius. The Rayleigh range associated with such spots may be less than
100 Jtm. This effectively restricts the useful length of the nonlinear medium to comparable
dimensions. Of course, an improved response could also be realized if a larger value of 0
is used. Unfortunately, at visible wavelengths the value of 10 cm/GW used in this
example is not atypical. Thus, TPA acting alone is not a practical approach to eye
protection for nanosecond and longer threat pulses.

Examination of Fig. 5 also demonstrates a phenomenon that is common to limiters in which3 the spatial beam profile within the nonlinear medium is nonuniform e.g., a Gaussian or
Airy pattern. That is, the limiter does not exhibit a perfectly clamped output at high input
levels, but the output continues to gradually increase (albeit quite slowly). This is simply a

consequence of the low intensity or fluence associated with the wings of the pulse passing
through the medium unaffected.

Semiconductors are by far the most widely studied TPA materials for optical limiting

I applications. While narrow band gap semiconductors can exhibit large TPA coefficients
and may be of interest for infrared sensor protectionl2,13, wider gap (transparent at visible3 wavelengths) materials, which one might consider for eye protection, have rather small
TPA coefficients, on the order of 10 cm/GW or less14. Again, this makes these materials
suitable for eye protection against only very short threat pulses. The scaling of 3 with band

gap energy was theoretically predicted by Wherrett15, who used a two-band k-p model to
show that

S()=K F h_. (16)
no E Eg)

3 where

(2x-1) 3/2  (17)
I F(2x) =(2x)5

U
U
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and where K is a material-independent constant, Eg is the bandgap of the material, and
Ep-2leV, which is approximately material independent for direct bandgap materials.
Subsequently, Van Stryland and co-workers 14 experimentally verified this relationship for

a wide range of materials with band gaps from the near UV to the near MR, and Hutchings
and Van Strylandt 6 extended the theoretical model to include four bands and nondegenerate
conditions to obtain excellent quantitative agreement with measured values of P. This
sequence of results is extremely important from not only a fundamental perspective but
from a practical point of view in that it provides a predictive capability, allowing one to
estimate the performance of a TPA material in a limiter without necessarily measuring its
response. Note that, as mentioned above, Eq (16) clearly shows that wider band gap
materials have smaller TPA coefficients. Also for a given material, i.e., a fixed band gap,
A is dependent on the incident frequency, and thus the limiting action will be frequency
dependent. Nevertheless, this frequency dependence is weak compared to that associated
with single photon resonant processes, which are discussed below.

It is interesting to note that, while TPA is an important process for optical limiting, most

devices that have used TPA in semiconductors have responses which are dominated by self
defocusing associated with the TPA generation of free carriers 17. These processes will be
discussed in detail below.

C. Free-Carrier Absorntion

Once carriers are optically generated in a semiconductor, whether by single photon or two-
photon absorption, these electrons (holes) can be promoted to states higher (lower) in the
conduction (valence) band by absorbing additional photons This process is often phonon
assisted, although depending on the details of the band stuicture and the frequency of the
optical excitation, it may also be direct. The phonon assisted phenomenon is referred to as

free-carrier absorption, and it is analogous to excited-state absorption in a molecular

system It is clearly an accumulative nonlinearity, since it depends on the build up of

carrier population in the bands as the incident optical pulse energy is absorbed.

Free-carrier absorption can readily be incorporated into the intensity propagation equation
in the following form:

a•lz - (a + aN) I, (18)
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I where we have assumed only linear and free-carrier absorption. Here, N is the number
density of electron-hole pairs and a is the total (electron + hole) free carrier absorption

cross section. The free-carrier cross section for each charge species may be expressed as

e2 (19)

n from a simple high-frequency optical conductivity modells. In Eq. (19), m* is the carrier
effective mass, e0 is the permittivity of free space, e is the fundamental electric charge, and3 •m is the carrier momentum relaxation time, which is dependent on the details of the

various scattering mechanisms in the medium. Free-carrier absorption appears as a3 nonlinear absorption process through the intensity dependence of N. This can be rather
complicated depending on the mechanisms responsible for carrier generation and on the
importance of recombination and diffusion during the pulse. In the presence of only linear

absorption and in the absence of recombination and diffusion (i.e. for pulse durations short
compared to the characteristic times associated with these latter two processes), the

electron-hole number density can be obtained from

SaN/at = alI/ha. (20)

3 For temporally and spatially Gaussian pulses and for weak nonlinear absorption, Eqs. (18)
and (20) can be solved to yield an analytical approximation to the transmission, T, of the

I mediuml i:

TOrFi, (21)
l+(l.To0 1

where surface reflections have been neglected, and T0=exp(-aL) is the linear transmission.

Eq. (21) applies, e.g., for linear indirect absorption near the band edge of Si 19 or GaP20.

In Eq. (21), it is readily apparent that the nonlinearity in the transmission depends on the

incident fluence rather than the incident intensity. Again, such a nonlinearity is desirable

because it results in a device response that is independent of the incident pulse duration.

3 The above analysis has been simplified to illustrate the nature of free-carrier absorption.

One must keep in mind the limitations of this solution. Both diffusion and recombinationN
U
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have been neglected. If the pulse duration is long enough for these processes to be I
significant during the pulse, numerical solutions are required, and the device response will
be pulse width dependent. In general, multiple absorptive and refractive nonlinear
processes are active, and again numerical solutions are required. Also, Eq. (21) was
arrived at in the small signal limit, i.e., under conditions such that the nonlinear absorption I
is small compared to the linear absorption. This is clearly not a reasonable assumption for
an optical limiter. In the strong signal limit, Eqs. (18) and (20) can be solved exactly for
Gaussian pulses to yield 1

T= To(F©/ Fo)t(XI+ FO/ Fc), (22)

where J
F= = 2to) /o(1-TO), (23) 1
and again surface reflections are ignored. Using the same device configuration as was used
for the TPA limiter discussed above (i.e., 105 optical gain), the transmitted fluence versus

incident fluence for a free-carrier absorption limiter is shown in Fig. 6 for three different
values of o. This analysis assumes that the linear transmission is 70%, the wavelength is

532 rim, and the nonlinearity is due entirely to free carrier absorption. Notice that even for 1
a free carrier cross section of 10-16 cm2, the fluence transmitted through the nonlinear
medium approaches 0.1 J/cm2 for incident fluences exceeding 1 J/cm2. Given that free
carrier cross sections in semiconductors at visible wavelengths are typically on the order of ... ]
10"17 to 10-18 cm2, these results indicate that free-carrier absorption acting alone is not
likely to provide adequate limiting for eye protection.

Free-carrier absorption always plays some role in the operation of a semiconductor limiter,

if the excitation process results in the generation of significant free carrier populations in the
bands. While it certainly contributes to the limiter performance and its inclusion is
important in the precise modeling of the response of such devices, just as in the case of
TPA, its importance typically pales in comparison with nonlinear refractive effects, whether
the carriers are generated by single photon or two photon transitions. In the next section
we address the refractive nonlinearities that often dominate the response of optical limiters.

D. Nonlinear Refraction
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I Optical limiters based on self focusing and defocusing form another class of promising
devices. The mechanism for these devices may arise from, e.g., the real portion of X(3) or

from nonlinear refraction associated with carrier generation by either linear or two photon
absorption in a semiconductor. Both self focusing and defocusing devices operate by

refracting light away from the sensor as opposed to simply absorbing the incident radiation.
Compared to strictly absorbing devices, these limiters can, therefore, potentially yield a
larger dynamic range before damage to the limiter itself. As is evident from the discussions

below, devices primarily based on nonlinear refraction have been examined by numerous
researchers. Theoretical discussions of these devices may be found in the work ofI Hermann 2t and Hermann and Chapple22. While there is a large body of experimental
work based on the application of nonlinear refraction to optical limiting, perhaps the first

such demonstration was reported by Leite, et al.,23 who used thermal lensing in a thick

(compared to a confocal parameter) cell of nitrobenzene, in combination with spatial

filtering, to achieve optical limiting. Many subsequent devices relied on thin nonlinear

media, taking advantage of "external self-action" as described by Kaplan 24, and we now5 give a brief description of such devices based on this concept.

Fig. 7a shows the typical device configuration for a self defocusing limiter, while Fig. 7b
I shows a similar device based on self focusing. A converging lens is used to focus the

incident radiation so it passes through the nonlinear medium. This lens provides optical

Sgain to the system, allowing the device to activate at low incident intensities. The output
passes through an aperture before impinging on the detector. At low input levels, the3 nonlinear medium has little effect on the incident beam, and the aperture blocks an

insignificant portion of the beam, thus allowing for a low insertion loss for the device.

When nonlinear refraction occurs, however, the nonuniform beam profile within the

medium results in the generation of a spatially nonuniform refractive index. This acts as

either a negative or positive lens, depending on the sign of the refractive nonlinearity,

causing the incident beam to either defocus or focus. In a properly designed system, this
self lensing results in significant energy blocked by the system aperture, thereby protecting

3 the sensor.

3 This type of limiting action can be understood with the following simplified model.

Although in many practical situations the beam inside the nonlinear medium will be an Airy
pattern as a consequence of overfilling the input optic, for simplicity it is assumed here that

the beam propagating through the nonlinear medium is Gaussian. In addition, in the
simplest case, the change in index due to the incident beam is linearly dependent on the

I
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incident excitation intensity or fluence. Hence, the radial dependence of the intensity gives I
rise to a radially dependent parabolic refractive index change near the beam axis. That is,

An=Ane w0 2An(1-2r 2 /aw (24)

where AnO is the on axis index change, r is the radial distance, w0 is the electric field radius

associated with the beam in the medium, and a is a correction term to the Taylor expansion I
for higher order terms. For the thin nonlinear medium of thickness L, the parabolic
approximation yields a thin spherical lens with a focal length of I

f = aw0
2/4AnL" (25) 1

Eq. (25) clearly demonstrates that the effective focal length of the lens decreases as the
strength of the nonlinearity (An) increases. If the nonlinearity of the medium is negative,

then the resulting focal length is negative and self-defocusing occurs. On the other hand, if
the nonlinearity is positive, the effective focal length of the induced lens is positive and
self-focusing occurs. In either case, in a properly designed device, the optical generation
of this lens causes a portion of the light transmitted through the sample to miss the exit

aperture, thereby reducing the aperture transmission and protecting the sensor. Since self-

focusing can lead to catastrophic damage to the nonlinear medium itself, self-defocusing

media may have an advantage in practical devices, by providing a self-protecting
mechanism for the limiter itself5,26. On the other hand, since self-focusing produces
higher intensities inside the nonlinear medium, this process may allow the limiter to activate I
at a lower input intensity. I
Again this discussion has been overly simplified in order to illustrate the application of this
phenomenon in an optical limiter. In reality, the situation is often such that both X3) and I
optical generation of carriers contribute to the nonlinear refraction (i.e., both instantaneous
and accumulative refractive nonlinearities) and significant nonlinear absorption may also be

present. Under these conditions, the index change is not simply proportional to the input I
intensity, and the precise nature of the energy deposition (linear and nonlinear absorption)
and redistribution (recombination and diffusion) must be known to accurately model the
total nonlinear refraction. Furthermore, the paraxial approximation of Eq. (24) is not

strictly applicable, and the Gaussian nature of the induced lens must be coasidered. j
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5 As an example of a circumstance where both instantaneous and accumulative nonlinear
refraction occur, consider a limiter constructed with a TPA material. In addition to limiting
due to TPA, such a limiter can take advantage of the electronic Kerr nonlinearity and
refraction due to carrier generation by TPA. The strength of the former refractive process3 is determined by the constant T, where for an isotropic medium and for SI units

( V eX(3), (26)

I with go being the permeability of free space. The constant y is related to the more

customary n2 through

n2 [esu] = (noc/407)y(SI (27)

The change in index due to this electronic nonlinearity at a given peak intensity, I0, is

SAnyr= (28)

I Sheik-Bahae, et aL,;7,2 have demonstrated that, for photon energies below approximately
0.8 times the bandgap energy Eg, y can be accurately predicted from a nonlinear Kramers-

Kronig transformation of the TPA dispersion. (An excellent review of the application of
the Kramers-Kronig transformation to nonlinear optics has been recently presented by D.3 C. Hutchings, et al.29). Since the TPA dispersion is now well characterized both
theoretically1 5 ,16 and experimentally 14 , this result has led to a powerful predictive3 capability for determining bound electronic nonlinear refraction in semiconductors and
dielectrics. The dispersion, bandgap scaling, magnitude, and sign of y have been predicted
and experimentally verified in a wide range of materials with band gaps ranging from the

UV to the IR and with magnitudes of y ranging over four orders of magnitude. These
results have demonstrated that in a given material y peaks near the TPA absorption edge,
changes sign from positive to negative as the photon energy exceeds approximately 0.7 Eg,

and possesses a magnitude with an Eg-4 dependence. The discrepancy between the3 predicted and measured values of y for photon energies near the single-photon absorption

edge have largely been accounted for by including the quadratic Stark effect3°.

By contrast with and distinct from the bound electronic nonlinearity, which is directly3 proportional to the intensity of the incident beam, the nonlinear refraction associated with

3
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carrier generation is dependent on the carrier density. In the simplest model, this index
change is directly proportional to the carrier density with the proportionality constant neh.

When TPA is the only significant absorption process, the carrier density is given by Eq.

(11) with a=O, i.e.,

Mat = p312/2hcD. (29) 3
For a rectangular pulse of duration r and peak intensity I& this yields

N = kIo2/f2l1o. (30) 3
For linear carrier generation, the carrier density is determined by Eq. (20), leading to

N=aF0/ft. In either case, the peak on axis index change associated with the generation of I
these free carriers is

AnFC = neh N. (31)

From a model that assumes two parabolic bands in a direct bandgap semiconductor, the

index change per photogenerated carrier pair, neh, is31  3
neh 2 - (32)

where (og is the bandgap frequency and mh is the reduced effective electron-hole mass. I
The first term in Eq. (32) is associated with the addition of a free electron-hole pair

(intraband contribution), while the second term corresponds to the removal of a bound

electron resonant at Cog (interband contribution). When the optical fiequency is less than

the direct bandgap frequency, the interband contribution is negative and enhances the 3
intraband effect. By contrast, ff the optical frequency is above the direct bandgap, the

interband contribution is positive and it competes with the intraband component. It is clear

from this simple model that one should expect that neh is significantly enhanced by the U
resonance contribution as the laser frequency approaches the band edge from below.

For either the bound electronic or the carrier related nonlinear refraction and for a thin

nonlinear medium, the phase distribution of the pulse after traversing the medium can be

readily determined from the above equations without accounting for diffraction within the U
I
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I medium itself. To determine the net effect of any induced phase distortion, the output field
is then propagated through the optical system using Fresnel diffraction theory. The
response of a thick medium can be modeled in terms of a complete four dimensional
propagation theory or as propagation through a sequence of thin media, each of which acts
as a thin lens32,33.

3 It is interesting to compare the relative contributions of the accumulative and instantaneous
nonlinearities to the overall nonlinear refraction. Examination of Eqs. (30) and (31) reveal
that, for the case of TPA-generated carriers, the accumulative refractive nonlinearity is
effectively fifth order, while the Kerr nonlinearity is third order. This clearly implies that
the carrier related nonlinearity will dominate the Kerr nonlinearity above some excitation
level. This level can be estimated by setting AnFC = AnKer to obtain a critical fluence,
FC, above which TPA-generation of carriers dominates the nonlinear refraction:I
pFC= - Y € (33)

3ngh

Using values of J3, neh, and n2 appropriate 17 for ZnSe at 532 nm, this critical fluence is3 found to be on the order of 0.1 mJ/cm2 , indicating that even at relatively low fluences the

TPA generated carriers will dominate the response of a ZnSe limiter.

N The location of the nonlinear medium is critical to the operation of the refractive limiting
device. A self-focusing limiter works best if the nonlinear medium is placed approximately

a Rayleigh range before the intermediate focus of the device. When the focusing lens is
induced the effective focal length of the device is reduced, and hence a larger beam appears3 at the exit aperture. For a self-defocusing material, the optimum geometry is approximately
one Rayleigh range after the focus. This geometry dependence can be exploited to3 determine not only the sign of the nonlinear refraction in a given medium, but the
magnitude as well. This is the principle behind the so-called Z-scan technique, which has

been pioneered by Van Stryland and coworkers34,35. The technique consists of moving
the nonlinear medium through the focal region of a tightly focused beam while measuring
the transmittance through an aperture placed in the far field of the focal plane. When the
medium is far before the focal plane, no self-lensing occurs. As the medium approaches
the focal plane, the high intensity begins to induce a lens in the medium. For a negative3 nonlinearity, this lens tends to collimate the beam, thereby increasing the transmittance

through the aperture. Near the focal plane, even though the intensity is highest, theI
U
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influence of the induced lens is minimized, resulting in a transmittance comparable to the U
linear transmittance. This is similar to placing a thin lens at the focus of a beam; this results
in minimal effect on the far field beam pattern. As the sample is moved beyond the focal
plane, the negative lens tends to increise the beam divergence, resulting in a decrease in the
aperture transmittance. As the medium is moved still farther from focus, the intensity again n
becomes weak enough that the induced lensing is negligible. This sequence results in a
change in transmittance with a characteristic peak, followed by a null, followed by a valley
as the sample is moved from the input lens, through focus, toward the output lens. For a U
positive nonlinearity, the pattern consists of a valley, a null, and then a peak. Thus, the
sign of the nonlinearity is readily determined. A more complete analysis of the pattern I
allows the magnitude of the refractive nonlinearity to be determined. While nonlinear
absorption has been neglected in this discussion, if present, it must also be ac-,unted for. 3
This is readily done by removing the aperture in the limiter and collecting " the light
transmitted by the nonlinear material. This measurement is then insensitive to nonlinear
refraction. The response in this case is a valley symmetrically located about the focal plane.
It should be noted that nonlinear absorption and induced scattering cannot be distinguished

by this technique. The general shape of the Z-scan for a positive index change, negative
index change, and a nonlinear absorber or scatterer is shown in Fig. 8.

While we have concentrated the discussion in this section on nonlinear refraction associated
with the electronic Kerr effect and with free carrier generation, it should be noted that many 3
other processes, such as molecular reorientation, absorption saturation, and optically
induced heating, can also lead to refractive nonlinearities that can be used for optical 3
limiting. Another very important nonlinear refractive phenomenon is photorefraction.
Since this process is quite distinct in that it is nonlocal, transport related, and highly

anisotropic, we discuss this process separately (see Section 2F).

E. Induced Scattering 3
Scattering is a mechanism that has been extensively studied, as it occurs in many 3
circumstances where reduced optical throughput is not acceptable, e.g., astronomical
observations, optical communication under battle field conditions, etc. Scattering is caused
by light interacting with small centers that can be physical particles or simply interfaces
between groups of nonexcited and excited molecules. The scattering can be highly

directional or fairly uniform depending on the size of the scattering centers. It is obvious i
that if an optical signal induces scattering centers in a given medium, the transmission of

I
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I the medium, measured in a given solid angle, will decrease. Hence, optically induced

scattering can be used in optical limiters for sensor protection. Induced scattering limiters

usually rely on liquid media, because the process in such media is often reversible. That is,

if chemical or structural decomposition has not occurred, the excited liquid can readily

return to equilibrium. Even when decomposition does occur, the illuminated volume can

be refreshed by either diffusive processes or by circulation. In solids, when scattering

centers are generated, they are usually due to irreversible decomposition processes that can

lead to a degradation in the linear operation of the device.

U When light impinges on a particle (an atom, molecule, or cluster) the electric field interacts

with the particle causing the electric charges within to oscillate. The oscillation in turn leads

to radiation. The analytic expression and theory of the elastic scattering of light from

particles which are smaller than the wavelength of light was originally presented by Lord3 Rayleigh in 1899. The process now receives his name: Rayleigh scattering. Further

development of the theory was presented by Sinclair and Lanier36 . The angular

distribution of the intensity of scattered unpolarized light from a single scattering center is

given by:

It(t)= •- m2-1 2 •(l +cos2(t)I0 ), (34)

2r2  m2+1 X

where t is the angle from the incident light, m is the refractive index difference between the
particle and the surrounding medium, V is the volume of the particle, r is the distance to the

observer, X is the wavelength of the incident light, and Lo is the incident intensity. An

i example plot of the scattered intensity versus angle is shown in Fig. 9a It is interesting to

note that the scattered radiation is symmetric with respect to forward and back scattering.

For polarized incident light the total scattered intensity is identical but is unequally

proportioned between the two polarizations.

3 Rayleigh scattering can only be applied to particles much smaller than the wavelength of
light or where the particle is non absorbing (refractive index which is real). For particles3 where the size is comparable to the wavelength of light or larger a more complete theory

was developed by Mie37 in 1908. A good discussion of the theory was presented by Van3 de Hulst3s. The equations for the transmitted intensity are significantly more complex than

for Rayleigh scattering. The essential point that can be obtained is that as the size of the

scattering particles increases, a larger percentage of the scattered radiation is forward

U
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scattered. Fig. 9b shows the Mie scattering from an example particle whose size is on the U
order of the wavelength of the incident light. The implication is that since more scattering

occurs in the forward direction, limiting based on Mie scattering will be less effective than 3
Rayleigh scattering. For a nonzero field of view, this type of device will be very

inefficient. 3
A number of methods have been devised that can induce scattering centers. The simplest
method of generating such centers is to utilize absorbing molecules in solution. The optical

energy is initially absorbed and heats the liquid until the local boiling point has been

exceeded. When this occurs, bubbles are generated. The vapor-liquid interface is very I
good at scattering since the refractive index discontinuity is large. Bubbles have the

disadvantage in that the nucleation time is at least on the order of nanoseconds39 and in U
some cases may be microseconds.40 For short pulses this is not acceptable. The bubbling
may be used as a secondary limiting process in liquids when long pulse protection is 3
desired.

More efficient limiting using the scattering process in novel ways has been proposed by U
two groups. Both rely on inducing a periodic scattering structure. The first is a colloidal

crystalline amy and the second uses stimulated Rayleigh scatte-ing.

Asher and coworkers have extended their research on crystalline colloidal filters 41 to 3
induced crystalline gratings4 2. The colloidal crystalline array is made by placing index-
matched spheres into a liquid. If the liquid is ionic (e.g., water) and the spheres are 3
charged due to the ionization of acidic or basic functional groups, the spheres will interact

through electrostatic interactions. T7hese interactions can occur over relatively large
distances (>1 micron). When the sphere concentration is sufficiently high, and if the

charges on the spheres are of the same sign, the spheres will self assemble into a regular

lattice. The lattice will be either a face centered cubic or body centered cubic lattice.

When low intensity light impinges on the device, no scattering occurs because there is no 3
refractive index difference between the solvent and the spheres. As the incident intensity

increases, the induced refractive index change in the spheres yields a periodic structure.

This structure acts as a grating, diffracting the light which meets the Bragg condition away

from the exit aperture. The diffraction efficiency increases with increasing intensity,

thereby limiting the transmitted intensity.

U
I
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U The disadvantage of this type of limiter is that it is only effective for light which meets the
Bragg condition. This occurs for only a narrow bandwidth and a narrow incident angle.

The result is a device which is effective for limiting a specific wavelength. Also, since the
Bragg condition is angle dependent the device will only have a limited field of view.

Another interesting method to increase the scattering efficiency has been proposed by
Peterson 43. He analyzed the use of stimulated Brillouin scattering, stimulated Raman

scatiering and stimulated Rayleigh scattering for optical limitin& When the incident wave

traverses a medium with scattering centers, a backscattered wave occurs, as previously

discussed. The backscattered wave beats against the forward traveling wave to generate a

density wave. This density wave is essentially a phase grating that stimulates

I backscattering of the incident field. As the intensity of the incident field increases, the
magnitude of the phase grating increases, leading to more scattering. When a cylindrical

lens is used to focus the incident beam, the region of highest gain is along a line directed

perpendicular to the incident beam. If mirrors are placed along this axis to form a cavity,3 then the stimulated radiation can achieve threshold in this cavity. In this case, significant

optical energy can be coupled out of the incident beam and directed away from the beam

propagation direction, thus, protecting the sensor. The time required to initiate this

mechanism is stated to be on the order of nanoseconds. The disadvantage is that this
mechanism requires coherent monochromatic light. Arc lights and other high intensity3 white light sources do not activate it.

3 F. Photorefraction

m Two novel devices designed to limit coherent optical radiation are the coherent-beam

excisor and the beam fanning limiter, both of which rely on the photorefractive effect.
Photorefractive materials must possess a nonzero X(2). Hence, liquids and

centrosymmetric4 crystals, which both have by symmetry a zero X(2), cannot be

photorefractive. As mentioned previously and described below in more detail, the

m photorefractive effect is a nonlocal, accumulative nonlinearity that requires charge

transport. While the photorefractive effect has generated considerable interest in recent

years as a mechanism for optical limiting, this nonlinearity is unique from the other

processes discussed in this review, and we introduce it only briefly here.

U The conventional photorefractive mechanism relies on the existence of deep levels in the3 photorefractive crystal that can be optically excited to produce free charge in the conduction

I
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or valence band. When two coherent beams interfere in a photorefractive material,
photoexcitation of the deep levels generates more mobile charge (negative or positive) at the

peaks of the intensity pattern than at the valleys. The photoexcited charges at the peaks

diffuse into the valleys resulting in a spatial variation of charge corresponding to the

interference pattern in the material. The charges in turn give rise to an electrostatic space-

charge field which, for a properly oriented crystal, leads to a refractive index change
through the electrooptic effect. The unusual result is that a grating is produced which is 90

degrees phase shifted with respect to the intensity of the photon field. This allows energy

coupling and energy exchange between the two beams.

When a single high intensity coherent beam is incident on a photorefractive crystal, the

energy can be coupled into a multitude of low intensity scattered beams. Qualitatively, this
arises from the following. Inside the crystal, the incident beam will scatter off of any
crystal imperfections to produce fields with new wavevectors. The incident field then

interferes with these scattered fields, and this interference can result in the generation of
photorefractive gratings. Light can then be coupled from the incident beam into the
scattered beams by diffracting from these gratings. Since for photorefractive gratings there
is a preferred direction of energy transfer determined by the direction of the c-axis of the
crystal and the sign of. the charge carriers, this results in the light being scattered
preferentially to one side of the crystal. This process, which is referred to as
photorefractive beam fanning-, can be quite efficient, significantly reducing the intensity
of the transmitted beam. Cronin-Golomb and Yariv6 have shown that this beam fanning

process can be used to construct an optical limiter.

The photorefractive excisor 47 A,8,49 takes this one step farther by providing a weak seed

beam to interfere with the incident beam. The device is constructed such that at high

intensities the photorefractive grating associated with the interference of the primary beam
with the seed beam couples energy from the strong incident beam into this weak seed

beam, thereby protecting the sensor. This design not only increases the speed of the device

but also the efficiency.

Aside from the nonlinearity itself, a number of other facets set photorefractive devices apart

from most other limiters. Both the beam fanning limiter and the photorefractive excisor

will only react to coherent radiation, e.g., laser light. High intensity incoherent radiation is

unaffected by the crystal. This can be both an advantage and a disadvantage for limiting

devices. A major advantage over other devices is that, upon activation, low intensity
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U incoherent radiation is not attenuated, thus allowing continued sensor operation. That is,
these devices allow the sensor to continue to monitor incoherent optical signals in the
presence of the threat laser. A disadvantage is that high intensity incoherent sources such as
arc lamps and flash lamps are not affected and no protection can be afforded. Furthermore,f since charge transport is required to generate the photorefractive effect, these devices
exhibit a response time that may be inappropriate for protection against nanosecond and
shorter pulses. Another difference which sets these devices apart from other passive
devices arises from the fact that the conventional photorefractive index change is
independent of the total intensity of the incident beams (above a dark intensity related to the

dark conductivity). It is the time for formation of the space charge field, and therefore the
index change, that is the intensity dependent parameter. Another potential problem with

these devices is that at high incident intensities residual absorptions, which can lead to local

heating, or high electric fields can depole the crystal. If depoling occurs, the
photorefractive effect is reduced but the crystal is not damaged. This effect may reduce the

dynamic operating range.

* 3. Devce Des*

The optimal design of an optical limiting device requires some knowledge of the sensor and
optical arrangement leading to the sensor, as well as the nature of the most likely threat.
Information as to the damage level of the sensor is necessary to determine the required

limiting level of the device and to ascertain whether an intermediate focal plane will be

required for the optical limiter. A knowledge of the sensor bandwidth, dynamic range,

sensitivity, and field of view is necessary so that the limiter can be designed to minimally
degrade the sensor performance under normal operating conditions.

The most widely studied optical limiters rely on either liquid or solid nonlinear media.3 Liquid limiters are often very desirable because they are extremely resilient. The energy

from high intensities typically is dissipated by solvent heating and bubbling which, for
sufficiently long pulses, adds extra reversible protection through scattering. Solid hosts

have the disadvantage that when the thermal heating becomes too large the composite

becomes irreversibly damaged.

The simplest configuration for optical limiting is realized by simply placing a nonlinear

absorber or scatterer in front of the sensor. In practice, however, typical sensor damage

thresholds and the limited magnitude of existing nonlinearities in optical materials ensureI
I
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that most limiter configurations require an intermediate focal plane, i.e., a focal plane
between the input of the device and the sensor, at or near which the nonlinear medium is
placed. In a practical device, the f-number associated with this focusing arrangement
should be equal to or less than the f-number of the original system, so as not to restrict the
field of view of the sensor. If the optical system to be protected is a direct viewing device,
such as a periscope, telescope, binocular, or gunsight, an existing focal plane may be
suitable for this purpose. Most such systems are f/I0 or less to provide a reasonable field
of view. If the input optic of such a system is filled by the threat beam, the spot size in the
focal plane is on the order of 2f# for diffraction limited optics. For visible wavelengths the
Rayleigh range associated with such small spots is less than 200 g±m, restricting the

effective interaction length in the nonlinear medium to a comparable distance.

If the nonlinear medium exhibits either self-focusing or defocusing, limiting action can be

achieved by taking advantage of an aperture located behind the medium but before the

sensor. To avoid degradation of the system field of view, the aperture should not reduce

the effective f-number of the system. At low input levels, light passes through the system

unaffected, but at high input levels, self-lensing causes the beam to spread beyond the

acceptance angle of the aperture, thereby reducing the device transmission and protecting
the sensor. In many cases, both nonlinear absorption (or scatter) and nonlinear refraction

are simultaneously present, and both can be used for limiting.

The most important sensor to man is unquestionably the human eye, which is also the most
difficult sensor to protect (and repair). The human eye is an amazing sensor, exhibiting a
broadband response, self-adjusting collection optics, a dynamic range in excess of 100 dB,
ar d even some self-protection capabilities. To accomplish the wide dynamic range, the eye
has a variable aperture, a collection and focusing lens, and very photosensitive chemical
sensors. The aperture (iris) for the eye compensates for high intensity light by constricting,
and for very high intensity, nature has instilled a blink reflex to completely block all
incoming light. Unfortunately, both the blink reflex and the muscular iris closure are no
faster than a tenth of a second and, therefore, these natural reponses offer essentially no
protection at all against high intensity pulses of less than 0.1 seconds duration. While
mechanical devices can be used for protection against slow pulses, they have difficulty
responding to pulses shorter than 10 microseconds. Hence, this is the regime for which it
is essential for passive optical limiters to provide protection.
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I The eye is most sensitive and most susceptible to optically-induced damage when the iris is

fully opened. For this condition, the optical gain of the eye, defined as the ratio of the
fluence at the retina to the fluence at the cornea, is typically greater than 105. It is this large
optical gain that can lead to irreversible damage to the retina for even very low energy3 optical pulses incident on the cornea. Since it is not possible to place a protective material
directly in front of the retina, any limiter designed for eye protection must be activated at an
input intensity at least 105 times smaller than the level at which the retina is damaged. As a
consequence of the limited magnitude of optical nonlinearities in existing materials, this fact
dictates that an intermediate focal plane must be used in the limiting device at or near which
the nonlinear medium is placed. Ideally, any such device should not reduce the detection
band width (400-700 nm), the dynamic range (> 100 dB), nor the field of view (> 1500) of
the eye, and it must activate at an energy density compatible with eye protection. These
requirements place extremely difficult design parameters on devices intended for eye

protection, and to date, no single device or combination of devices has adequately satisfied
all of these criteria.

I The limiting level for eye protection can be determined by using the ANSI standards with
some safety margins. The ANSI standards are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the
optical pulse width and energy50. When the eye is fully open, the maximum permissible
exposure to a short, visible wavelength pulse should not exceed 0.2 p., which for uniform
exposure of the cornea corresponds to a fluence of - 0.5 pJ/cm2. It should be noted that
the damage level for the eye is power dependent for pulse widths longer than approximately

10 lis but is energy density or fluence dependent for pulse widths below this value. The
reason is that for short exposure times thermal diffusion is negligible and the maximum

energy deposited contributes to damage. During longer optical pulses the power begins to

heat the retina, and the limitation is the thermal diffusion rate away from the irradiated spot

I In contrast with the eye, solid-state sensors in optical systems are generally more readily
protected. Such systems often naturally incorporate relay and/or magnification optics,3 which provide intermediate focal planes in the system prior to the final image or detection
plane in which the sensor is located. By placing a nonlinear optical material in or near one

of these intermediate focal planes, one can take advantage of the high intensities in such
regions to activate the nonlinear medium in the limiter. In a properly designed high optical
gain configuration, the optical limiter can readily provide the sensor with 50 dB of

additional dynamic range.

I
I
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The damage threshold for Si PIN sensors is approximately I J/cm2 at a wavelength of 690
nm for pulses ranging from 100 psec to less than 100 ns.51 At a wavelength of 1060 nm

the damage threshold for Si PIN photodiodes is reported to rise to about 15 J/cm2 . The

damage level for other detectors vary somewhat, but most thresholds fall within a range of

0.1 to 100 J/cm2 , depending on the detector material, the incident wavelength, and the
incident pulse duration. One notices that these levels are much higher than the level that can
damage the eye. This is predominately due to the lens in the eye which provides optical
gain at the retina. The damage threshold of the retina itself is actually comparable to that of
the standard Si PIN photodiode.

For general personnel protection, a goggle-type optical limiting device is highly desirable.
Goggle-type devices have proven extremely difficult to implement, primarily because of the

limitation on the magnitude of known nonlinearities. For example, no RSA material to date
has come close to providing a limiting level of half a microjoule/cm 2 necessary for a direct

view goggle. It seems unlikely that there ever will be a material developed that can be used

directly as a film. The most promising method for making protective goggles involves the
use of lenslet arrays. In this approach, low f-number microlenses (as small as 100 microns

diameter) create an intermediate focal plane and then further lenslets reimage the light to the

eye. By sandwiching a thin nonlinear medium between a pair of lenslet arrays, an optical

limiter can be realized. If the lenslets are sufficiently small they will act as pixels and no

reinversion of the image is necessary. If an image is required from each individual lenslet

then there will be a limited field of view. The challenge is to make the curvature of the

goggle such that each lenslet adds to give a wider field of view. Among the many potential

problems with these goggles is vignetting between lenslets. An off axis beam can cross

talk between lenslets and may not be fully limited.

Since a liquid limiter for goggle protection is not desirable, we have concentrated on solid

device designs, specifically those which use RSA active materials. One aspect of this work
has involved the optimization of the distribution of absorbing molecules in a RSA device.

For a RSA active material homogeneously distributed in a solid host and for a converging

beam configuration, we modeled the best placement of the medium by using the nonlinear

differential equations for the five level RSA model. Fig. 11 shows the peak fluence as a

function of position for an 8 ns pulse propagating through a RSA active material in a

system with an optical gain of 100. In this example the material has strong triplet state

absorption but no singlet state absorption. Each curve represents a different incident

intensity. The absorption is highest at the focus due to activation of the RSA material. The
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I material outside the focal region is not activated and acts as a normal absorber. For
maximum efficient utilization of active m,'.erial it is evident that one would desire the
material to all be placed at the focus. Unfortunately the maximum density of the active
material and the large thermal dissipation at high intensity limit this design. For a solid

material, thermal dissipation limits the absorption level above which the material suffers
irreversible degradation. This process is fail-safe for the sensor, but it is desirable to3 achieve the largest possible dynamic range between activation of the RSA material and host

breakdown.

I To reduce the problems of optically-induced damage, we have explored the use of

nonhomogenous concentration profiles52. We place the highest concentration of nonlinear
material at the focal plane and decrease the concentration prior to the focus. The

concentration after the focus is zero. In this scheme, as the intensity increases, more

molecules are activated prior to the focus and thus the focal region is protected. The
thermal energy is spread out over a wider region, the host material is more fully protected,5 and the active molecules are more efficiently used. Fig. 12 shows the effect of 8 ns optical
pulses of various intensities incident on a nonhomogeneous distributed active medium.

The concentration profile was generated by using the equation (1+Cd)-1 -5. where d is the

distance in the sample from the focus, a gain of 5000, and the example RSA parameters
and transmittance used to generate Fig. 11. The figure clearly shows how the absorption
becomes spread out from the focal region as the incident intensity increases and, thus,

increasing the dynamic range. Using the higher gain of 5000, the fluence still does not

exceed 10 J/cm2 inside the sample. This method will yield more robust solid limiters but
probably will not achieve the dynamic ranges possible with liquid limiters. Fabrication

problems will also limit the utility of this class of limiters to specific sensor protection

problems.

I Other self-protecting optical limiter configurations have been proposed and demonstrated.

Hagan, et al.53, have discussed a device they call a SPROL (self protecting optical limiter),
which is realized by tightly focusing a visible wavelength picosecond pulse into a slab of

ZnSe that is thick compared to the Rayleigh range of the focused beam. An aperture is3 used prior to detection in the standard self defocusing arrangement. As discussed below,
the nonlinearities in ZnSe that give rise to the limiting action are TPA and self defocusing.3 Since the linear absorption in ZnSe at wavelengths below the bandgap can be quite small,

in principle, the thick material will not significantly influence the linear throughput of the3 device. On the other hand, as the intensity in the ZnSe increases, defocusing reduces the

I
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intensity inside the sample at the focal plane, thereby preventing the material from
damaging and providing a high dynamic range. These devices have been shown to work
well for 30 ps pulses at 532 nm and are expected to be broadband. The dynamic range was
greaterthan 104 and limiting was observed at 3 nI. The disadvantages are the restriction on
field of view previously discussed and, in this specific device, the low linear transmission
(10%). Furthermore, the nonlinearities are intensity dependent and require short pulses for
activation. This device concept was extended to the MONOPOL (monolithic optical power
limiter)23, which was fabricated fi-om a single piece of ZnSe with spherically polished input
and output faces to provide internal focusing and recollimation. This device demonstrated a
limiting input energy of 10 nJ for 20 ps 532 nm pulses with a dynamic range > 104.

Another manner in which enhanced dynamic range can be achieved is through the use of
multiple devices in series. Said, et al.,4 have demonstrated high dynamic range and a low
activation threshold for optical limiting with such devices. This "hybrid" limiter consisted

of a liquid optical limiter, which exhibits RSA, placed in front of a solid two-photon
/nonlinear refractive material. When chloroaluminum phthalocyanine was used as the RSA
material and the solid material was ZnSe, the dynamic range was increased by about a
factor of 5 and the limiting threshold was reduced by half over that obtained using ZnSe
alone. When the RSA material was replaced by silicon naphthalocyanine the dynamic
range was increased by 30 but the threshold was twice as large. The pulse length was 30
ps and the nominal low intensity transmission was 40% for these measurements. In this
device the liquid is not activated until after the ZnSe has been activated. In this manner, the
liquid limiter can take over the energy load as the intensity is increased, thereby, protecting

the latter material and extending the dynamic range of the device.

The use of multiple elements in series is not limited to different types of limiters. Walker,
et. al. 12, have shown that enhanced limiting of CO2 laser pulses could be obtained by using

cascaded InSb etalons. The optical arrangement used two intermediate focal regions each

containing a piece of the nonlinear optical material. The limiting.was significantly

improved relative to that obtained with a single focal plane, smoothing the I microsecond

pulse to virtually a square pulse after the second limiter. The dynamic range was increased,

as expected, by distributing the power between the two materials.

Finally the highest dynamic range protection and most general purpose devices are
probably a combination of passive and active devices. The purpose of the passive device is
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U to provide just enough protection for the sensor to allow active control over the intensity

either through shutter, movable filter, or electrooptic filter.

U 4. Specific Material Examnles

3 In this section we will discuss some of the major classes of materials that are useful for

optical limiting applications. These materials generally exhibit multiple nonlinear optical
interactions but usually have one mechanism which is dominant. Most research efforts

related to device designs are usually geared toward specific classes of materials. In most
cases. the goal of achieving major improvements in optical limiter peiformance centers on
the identification of existing materials or the synthesis of new materials with improved

nonlinear optical properties. Among the more widely studied materials for optical limiting

applications are carbon black suspensions, organometallics, fullerenes, semiconductors,

and liquid crystals, and we discuss each of these material systems below. Again, while

photorefractive materials continue to attract interest for optical limiting applications, a

detailed discussion of these materials is not within the scope of this review.

U A. Carbon Black Suspensions (CBS)

3 Carbon black suspensions are a very promising material for optical limiting applications.

These suspensions consist of very small carbon particles suspended in a liquid, usually an3 alcohol. Carbon is a very uniform absorber at wavelengths across the visible spectrum,

and the suspensions therefore exhibit a very neutral optical density. It was discovered over
10 years ago5 5 that when CBS is placed in a cell at an intermediate focal plane and the

intensity is raised, limiting action occurs. Many investigators have studied CBS systems

-because of their apparent simplicity and potential56,57 for device applications. Their

studies indicate that the limiting action is the result of a number of mechanisms, although
only one dominates. These mechanisms include nonlinear absorption, nonlinear scattering,

and nonlinear refraction.

3 The typical CBS suspension is filtered to contain particles that are smaller than the
wavelength of visible light (<0.5 microns). The small size serves two purposes. First,

linear scattering from such particles is weak, and unacceptable degradation of the imaging

properties of the device in which the CBS limiter is utilized is prevented. Also, particles

U
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which are extremely small will not precipitate over time because Brownian motion is

appreciable. I
When CBS is subjected to visible radiation, the small particles absorb the radiation, and

this energy is eventually transferred into breaking the particles apart and into heating the

surrounding liquid. This process can lead to thermal lensing, which can be used for optical

limiting. When the incident intensity is sufficiently large the suspension is observed to give

a white flash. This white flash has a spectrum which corresponds to a blackbody radiation
of -4500Y, The lifetime of the flash is on the order of 30 ns when the excitation pulse is

short compared to this time scale. These observations are consistent with microplasmaI

formation.

In his thesis, which the reader is directed to for a more in depth analysis, K Mansomur ,-5 9

investigated the fluence dependence of the optically induced scattering in CBS using

nanosecond pulses of 532 nm radiation. In Fig. 13 we show one of Mansour's results,

which clearly shows that, although induced absorption initially contributes, the dominant

mechanism quickly becomes induced scattering. Investigation of the far field beam profile
as a function of intensity revealed that nonlinear refiaction was present but relatively weak.

These results indicate the major mechanism for optical limiting on a nanosecond timescale I
is microplasma formation and subsequent scattering from these centers. For longer

timescales, bubbles occur from the thermal energy dissipated, and these act as large I
scattering centers.

A major advantage for CBS is that the dynamic range appears to be quite large. This I
follows firom the fact that the scattering results from the break up of the carbon particles,

and in this liquid limiter reaggregation of the carbon and influx of new material can I
replenish the active volume. The liquid also can "self repair" the thermal disruption. A

potential drawback for CBS is that under fast repetitive pulse limiting much of the active I
material leaves the interaction volume in the early pulses causing a reduction in limiting for

later pulses. Another problem is that, after many pulses, some agglomeration and

precipitation of the carbon is seen to occur. This could cause a slow degradation of the

limiting performance. CBS solutions are extremely cheap and periodic replenishment may

obviate the latter problem.

B. Organometallies
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The first compounds in which RSA properties were recognized were organic

compounds 10 , and a number of organic compounds have since been shown to possess
RSA properties.60 ,61,62 Organometallics are compounds similar to organic compounds,

but they contain at least one metaL Only recently have organometallic compounds begun to

receive attention for use in nonlinear optical applications.

Organometallic compounds have a number of advantages over organic compounds. The
metal adds a number of cptical transitions that do not occur in organic compounds.63 If the

metal is a transition metal, electronic transitions can occur between the d orbitals. These
metal centered transitions are known as d-d electronic transitions. Elecuonic transitions can
also occur between the organic portions (ligands) and the metal. These transitions are
known as metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCI) transitions when the electron is donated3from the metal and ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT) transitions when the ligand
donates to the metal Charge transfer transitions involve a separation of charge and, hence,
couple extremely well to an applied optical electric field to yield very high extinction

coefficients (1000-300,000 M-1cm-1 ). In addition, organometallic compounds can
undergo transitions associated with organic compounds when the absorption is confined to

the ligand; these transitions are known as intraligand (IL) transitions.

3 Two classes of organometallic compounds which have been extensively investigated are

metal macrocycles and metal cluster compounds. Although RSA has been shown in both3 classes of compounds, the approaches have been slightly different. Van Stryland, et al., in

collaboration with Perry and co-workers have concentrated on metal phthalocyanines and3 naphthalocyanines for optical limiting.6" Most of these compounds are extremely
photostable and often sublimable allowing easy thin film growth. These metal macrocycles
typically have two intense absorptions bands, a Soret band in the ultraviolet and a Q band

in the red to IR region. The visible absorption is relatively small and spectrally flat, ideal
for the ground state absorption in the RSA process.

These researchers have shown that chloroalurninum phthalocyanine (CAP) has significant

Ssinglet-singlet excited state absorption for subnanosecond pulses, but for longer pulses,
triplet-triplet dynamics begin to dominate. Limiting efficiencies change both as a function3 of optical pulse lengths and as a function of frequency. This is due to absorption changes

between the singlet and triplet excited state absorptions. It is probable that most RSA
materials have these dependencies. The excited state absorptions were estimated to be 10-

U
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50 times as large as the ground state at 532 rim. One of the major disadvantages with CAP
is the Soret band is located in the visible at 670 nm. At this wavelength the compound acts

as a saturable absorber.65 This limits the broad band capability to the blue green region of
the spectrum. Fortunately, if the red region is not required, the compound in this spectral

range will act as a simple filter up to quite large intensities and still give good RSA for the

rest of the visible spectrum.

Perry, et al. 66, have recently reported a more promising material, silicon naphthalocyanine

(SINC), for broadband limiting which exhibits a substantially lower limiting leveL This

compound was previously shown67 to have a high third order susceptibility at 1907 nm.
The Q band in this macrocycle is shifted outside the visible spectrum to 778 rim. This

suggests that spectral coverage may cross the full visible spectrum

Other groups have also reported limiting properties for metal macrocycles. Blau et al 68 3
have shown RSA properties in free tetraphenyl porphyrins (H2TPP) and the metallated

complexes (ZnTPP and CoTPP). They observed that the dynamics were sensitive to the

nature of the metal. The Zinc TPP compound was believed to give RSA through excited

singlet state absorption and the cobalt complex through triplet state absorption for 80 ps

pulses. Fei and coworkers69 recently showed that FeTPP was also an RSA material and
further showed a large XM3) by a degenerate four wave mixing experiment. It is certain that
many more organometallic macrocycles possess RSA properties which will be useful for 3
limiting applications. I
We have taken a different approach and concentrated on metal cluster compounds for
optical limiting applications. Metal clusters are compounds containing two or more metals 3
multiply interbonded. The ligands complete the metal valence and stabilize the structure.

The lowest transition is typically a transition originating in a bonding d orbital of the metal

cluster core and ending in an antibonding orbital also centered on the cluster core. This is a I
d-d transition which weakens the core but, through delon-alization, the structure remains

stable. Absorptions in the visible which are due to these transitions typically have 3
extinction coefficients of 10 - 10,000 M-Icm-1. If the excited state absorption in these
compounds was due to a charge transfer transition, which typically have extinction 3
coefficients of 1000-300,000 M-lcm-1, then the molecule would likely possess RSA

properties. Our approach to achieving optical limiting with such compounds was to start

with a class of compounds with a well defined ground state transition and investigate the
influence of molecular modifications on the optical limiting dynamics.

I
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U
We have shown limiting action from a number of iron-tricobalt cluster compounds,70,713 and have demonstrated that the limiting action depends on the nature of the ligand. The
effect of ligands on RSA properties in a metal cluster compound would be expected to
correlate most highly with an excited state which directly involves the ligand, ie., a charge

transfer transition. We observed virtually no change in the ground state absorption upon
replacement of triethylphosphine with triphenylphosphine in p-hydrido iron tricobalt
decacarbonyl bistriethylphosphine, but a large change in the optical limiting properties was
observed. This is consistent with a ground state transition which involves the metal core
orbitals and is only slightly perturbed by the ethyl to phenyl substitution. If the excited
state transition involved the ligand (i.e., charge transfer transition) then the excited state,3 and thus the limiting properties, would be heavily effected. A large change in the optical
limiting properties was observed consistent with this hypothesis. These compounds are
interesting from a scientific aspect, but their air sensitivity and the nonzero absorption cross
section for CO replacement, leading to photodecomposition, reduce their attractiveness for
device applications.

Recently, we investigated the class of highly stable tetrairon compounds whose parent3 complex is [Fe(CO)4Cyclopentadienyl] 4, known as King's complex, after R. B. King, the
noted chemist who first synthesized it.72 The compound is extremely stable to light,3 oxygen, and heat (decomposing at temperatures above 160 C). We observed optical
limiting using nanosecond optical pulses from solutions of King's complex in toluene and
methylene chloride (Fig. 14).40

We further investigated the picosecond response of King's complex and its analogues to
discover the underlying photodynamics.73 ,74. The optical response of a toluene solution
of King's complex to picosecond pulses is also shown in Fig. 14. The pulses are of such
short duration that little triplet state contributions will occur. Monitoring the transmission
as a function of time, we were able to determine cross sections of 4.1x10-18 and3 8xlO1- cm 2, for the ground (01) and excited state (02), respectively, and lifetimes of
<1 ps, 120 ps, and 2.8 ns corresponding to '3, 12, and r24, respectively (see Fig. 4). It

is of note that, from a detailed study of the fluence dependence of the RSA, we were able to

provide a limit to the lifetime of the second excited state; a rarely accomplished result.

U Using the previous parameters, an attempt was made to fit a five level model to the
nanosecond response. It was found that the observed response could not be accounted forI

I
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by the five level model and, therefore, some other mechanism must also contribute to the U
nanosecond response in solution. By monitoring, as a function of incident optical
intensity, the off-axis scatter of 532 nm, 7 ns pulses from a cell containing a solution of
King's complex, we observed significant nonlinear scattering. The scattering is radially
nonuniform and the relative spatial shape changes with incident intensity. A quantitative
measurement of the scattering contribution was therefore not directly obtainable.

By incorporating King's compound into the solid host polymethylmethacryiate (PMMA), 3
the induced scattering was edminated. Measurement of the optical limiting response for
this solid sample gave much weaker limiting. If one assumes the singlet dynamics are

essentially unchanged upon incorporation into a solid, the three level model can very
accurately describe the nanosecond limiting response. Little if any contribution frhm triplet 3
state transitions are necessary. This suggests the majority of the optical limiting observed

for nanosecond excitation of solutions of King's complex is due to induced scattering with 3
only a small amount of RSA from excited singlet absorption.75

The nature of the excited singlet state transition was investigated 76,"n by comparison of U
King!s complex with the ligand-substituted analogues [Fe(CO)Methylcyclopentadienyll4

and [Fe(COAI(Ethyl)3)cyclopentadienylj4. If the excited state transition was due to a 3
charge transfer transition, the optical limiting response would be different for replacement
of a ligand involved in the transition. The results revealed no change in the excited state 3
transition and, therefore, indicates the transition is another more strongly absorbing d-d
metal centered transition. 3
To provide a direct comparison of the optical limiting performance of a number of

compounds to nanosecond pulses of 532 nm radiation, optical limiting measurements on
each compound were performed under identical experimental conditions (Fig. 15). For
these measurements, RSA and scattering can both provide important contributions to the 3
limiting, and but they are not distinguishable. Hence, these measurements provide an
upper limit for the RSA properties of the compounds. One notes the range of the limiting 3
thresholds is not much larger than a factor of 20 from the best to the worst compound.

Because of their widely varying optical properties and the potential for molecular i
engineering to allow tailoring of a molecule to a specific application, organometallic

compounds are very attractive for optical limiting, and it is likely that improved nonlinear U
responses will result from the increased attention that these materials are receiving. Future

U
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U improvements are certain to reduce the thresholds for optical limiting, but it is unlikely that

the 5 orders of magnitude reduction in threshold necessary for direct eye protection will

ever be achieved.

C. Fulgrwne

IIThe class of compounds now known as Buckminster fullerenes, was originally proposed

and observed by Smalley and co-workers7 s in 1985 in the laser ablation products from

I graphite. The compounds received little attention, however, until the discovery and

publication by Kratchmer et. aL79 in 1990 of a simple synthesis for macroscopic quantities3 of fullerenes. The availability of this new form of carbon, coupled with the cage structur,
high symmetry, and simplicity of the molecule, has intrigued both scientists and the public
alike. Very rapidly, many new and unusual propert-, ,z. ociated with this compound were

discovered. Relatively high temperature superconductivity8 0, the ability to nucleate

diamond growth8 l, the ability to reversibly accept at least 6 electrons82, high stability to

deformation83, and the ability to trap atoms inside the cage84,85,86 are among a few of the

more unusual properties. Many large companies have obtained samples from the numerous3 commercial sources for fullerenes, indicating the commercial interest in actively pursuing

research on fullerenes. 87

The optical properties of fullerenes have been examined by numerous investigators. These
studies have largely centered on the numerical evaluation of the dynamics of optical
transitions. Early literature reports revealedss that C60 had a higher excited state absorption

cross section than ground state absorption cross section over the complete visible

spectrum. This information implied that the fullerenes are RSA material.; and may have
application to optical limiting for sensor protection. As part of an ongoing investigation of

compounds which possess RSA properties and demonstrate potential for applications to

eye and sensor protection, scientists at the Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL) initiated
an investigation into the optical limiting properties of C60.

The absorption spectra for C60 in toluene solution is shown in Fig. 16. The absorption
cross section for C60 is relatively constant across the visible spectrum (400-700 nm), not
varying by more than a factor of 2 from 425 to 625nm. The absorbance has a peak at

550 nm and a local minimum at 440 nm, which gives rise to the magenta color of the
solutions. C70 on the other hand has a shoulder at 590 nm in the absorbance spectrum,

U
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but the absorbance continues to increase to shorter wavelengths giving rise to the distinctive

orange-red color of solutions containing even small quantities of C70 . The absorption
cross section for C70 is significantly greater than for C60 in the blue region of the spectra.

The excited state absorption spectrum measured by Sension et. al.89 is shown in the inset
in Fig. 16. The results of other workers are in agreement. 88 90 ,91,92 The spectrum has the

same general shape as the ground state absorption, which implies the induced absorption

will not vary widely over the visible spectrum. This is ideal for a broadband optical limiter.
These data and the data from the references 82,84, and 85 allow one to construct the five
level electronic transition diagram as discussed in the section concerning RSA. The five

level diagram for the wavelength of 532 nm is given in Fig. 17.

To test the optical limiting properties of solutions of fullerenes, investigators at HRL used a

ccllimated beam testing geometry. The optical excitation source was a frequency-doubled,

injection-seeded Nd.YAG laser, which generates 8 ns 532 nm optical pulses. The optical

pulse from the laser was split and the incident intensity recorded for each pulse on a fast
silicon diode. The other portion of the pulse was collimated by imaging the end of a

saturated amplifier rod onto the sample with large f-number optics, so that the Rayleigh
length at the sample was long compared to the sample thickness. The sample of pure

fullerene in a toluene or methylene chloride solution was contained in a thin sample cell.
The transmitted pulse was collected and measured with a fast silicon detector. This

particular setup has the advantage that the pulse spatial profile at the sample is
approximately a "top hat" profile(constant spatially) and the beam neither diverges nor

converges as it propagates through the sample. This arrangement minimizes the effects of

nonlinear refraction and is primarily sensitive to nonlinear absorption and scattering.

The transmitted intensity versus incident intensity for 70% transmitting toluene samples of

C60 and Co are shown in Fig. 18.93 As one might expect, the optical limiting level of C70
is not as low as C6 0 at 532 nm. The higher ground state optical absorption of C7O with
respect to C60 would require a much higher excited state absorption to give the same

relative response. This is not observed.

To model the limiting behavior, the five level model and parameters of figure 17 were

used. The predicted limiting levels were about twice the experimentally determined values.

This indicated that either significant amounts of another nonlinear mechanism, such as

scattering, are contributing or that the five level diagram for C60 was insufficient to predict
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I the optical response. The off-axis scattering was measured as a function of incident
intensity and found to vary nonlinearly, indicating that this process is likely to influence the
limiter response. The absolute magnitude of the nonlinear scattering component is difficult
to measure as it tends to be very nonuniform in direction, but to a first approximation the
nonlinear scatter observed could account for the discrepancy between the measured limiter
response and theory. The angular distribution of the scattered intensity was approximately
symmetric for forward versus back scatter, indicating the scattering may be Rayleigh and

the centers smaller than the wavelength of light (<0.5 microns).

I To further elucidate the mechanism for optical limiting in fullerenes, measurements were
conducted on C60 embedded in a solid host, polymethylmethacrylate 94. Samples were3 made that had a concentration similar to the toluene solutions. Unlike solid C60 thin films,
which are yellow, the polymer samples were magenta and had an absorption spectrum thatU was nearly identical to the solution. This indicates there were no major perturbations of the
electronic states due to the host change.

I Measurement of the scatter from the samples versus intensity indicate the scatter was linear
until breakdown of the polymer host ( -1200 mJ/cm2). The breakdown was easily

observed, as scatter immediately increased and was not reversible when the damage
threshold was exceeded. The measurement of the transmitted intensity with respect to

Sincident intensity gave a threshold that was significantly higher than the liquid samples.
Using the parameters in Fig. 17 and the equations for RSA dynamics, with no free3 parameters, theoretical responses that were very close to the observed responses for three
different concentrations were obtained.

U These results indicate the optical limiting response of pure C60 in a solid host can be
completely described by nonlinear absorption. The liquid limiter response is a combination
of nonlinear absorption and nonlinear scattering with similar relative contributions for this

optical geometry.

Independently, Brandelik and coworkers at Science Applications International Corporation3 (SAIC) investigated the optical limiting properties of fullerenes. 95 Their research was
prompted by their previous work on CBS. Since CBS is a good optical limiter for many

applications, it was reasonable to compare the performance that this new type of carbon
(Le., the fullerenes) gave under similar conditions. Their work compared the performance
of C60/C7o mixtures to CBS in a converging beam configuration.

U
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The measurement apparatus and conditions used were significantly different than those

employed in the HRL studies, the major difference being the use of a focusing lens to

provide a very small focal region of high intensity. The advantage of this experimental

arrangement is three fold. First, the laser need not be a very high energy device to achieve

the necessary fluences to observe the limiting action, due to the gain provided by the

lenses. Second, nonlinear refraction processes can be readily observed and exploited.

Lastly, this configuration lends itself naturally to conducting Z-scan measurements
whereby nonlinear refraction can be separated from nonlinear absorption and scattering.

The disadvantages are that the focal region is a small fraction of the sample and beam

overlap region, and therefore, nonlinear absorption processes will not be nearly as evident

The limiting threshold for C6W/C70 in toluene using the configuration of Brandilik, et al.,

was 330 mJ/cm2 for a 66% transmitting sample dropping to 19 mJ/cm2 at 34%
transmittance. A measurement of the intensity distribution as a function of transmitted

angle showed there was significant spreading into the paraxial region, which was

subsequently shown to be consistent with a thermal defocusing mechanism. CBS was

compared and found to give, in contrast, nonlinear scatter into wide angles. They also

conducted a Z-scan of toluene solutions C6/C70 solutions and observed strong nonlinear

refraction, consistent with a thermal lensing mechanism. The Z-scans also clearly indicated

a nonlinear absorption or scattering component at high fluences, consistent with

observations at HRL.

The observation of a thermal nonlinearity can easily be explained by the high efficiency for

radiationless intersystem crossing to the triplet state. When energy is absorbed by C60 or

C70 the molecules are excited to the first excited state. Intersystem crossing to the triplet

state level, which is 1.6 eV above the ground state, is rapid with a loss of -30% of the

energy of the 532 nm radiation. This energy is released by thermal dissipation and leads to

thermal lensing during the pulse. At high repetition rates, multiple pulses can be expected

to encounter higher thermal nonlinearities as the triplet state decays nonradiatively.

In summary, C60 shows nonlinear absorption properties in a solid host which may be

useful for optical limiting. In solution, the nonlinear absorption is supplemented by

nonlinear scattering and refraction. The dominant mechanism will depend on the device

configuration. Maximum optical limiting performance can be expected to occur when the

multiple nonlinear mechanisms are used in concert
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I
3 D. Semiconductors

3 Semiconductors exhibit a broad range of diverse nonlinearities that can be applied to
passive optical limiting. Although the largest nonlinearities occur for optical excitation at
the band edge of direct-gap semiconductors, these nonlinearities are narrow band and tend
to saturate with high excitation. Hence, they have not been widely used in optical limiting
applications. Nonlinearities in semiconductors that have been extensively studied for this
purpose are TPA, free-carrier absorption, the electronic Kerr effect and nonlinear refraction

associated with free carrier generation. Optical limiting based on nonlinear absorption in3 semiconductors was proposed and demonstrated 96,97,98 in the late 1960's. Although an

optical limiter that combined spatial filtering with self-induced lensing in a liquid nonlinear3 medium was demonstrated 23 as early as 1967, it was not until 1984 that this process was
applied, together with nonlinear absorption, in a semiconductor to construct an optical
limiter 19. This result demonstrated that, when an aperture was used prior to detection, the

optical limiting in Si at 1.06 g±m was, in fact, dominated by nonlinear refraction.
Subsequently it was shown" that, for picosecond excitation at 1.06 gim, GaAs produced3 similar results, even though the mechanisms responsible for the limiting action in this

semiconductor are considerably different from those in the Si limiter. The Si and GaAs3 optical limiters can serve as models for most of the semiconductor optical limiters that have
since been demonstrated, and we discuss these examples in some detail below.

Si is an indirect bandgap semiconductor with a bandgap of 1.1 eV at room temperature.
Excitation at 1.06 pm (1.17 eV) couples the valence band with the conduction band near

the minima of the X-valleys. The Si optical limiter thus relies on linear indirect absorption
(cx - 10 cm-1) of the 1.06 g±m light to generate free carriers. These carriers, once

generated, are free to absorb additional photons (free-carrier absorption), thereby
decreasing the transmission of the limiter. In addition, and more importantly, these carriers3 provide a negative contribution to the refractive index, which is found to be well
described 1°° by a simple Drude model (Eq. (31) with cog taken to infinity). The interband

contribution to the index change is unimportant because of the large value of the direct gap

energy (-3.5 eV). The electronic Kerr effect is also negligible relative to the free carrier

contribution for this resonant excitation condition. The index change, together with the
nonuniform beam profile in the Si, produces a negative lens that defocuses the beam,
further reducing the limiter transmission.

I
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For pulses that are long enough such that TPA is unimportant (> 10 ps) but short enough
such that diffusion and re -ombination are negligible, the Si limiter is completely described
by the linear absorption coefficient, a, the free carrier cross section, o, and the index
change per carrier pair, neh. Using 25 ps pulses at 1.06 gtm, Boggess, et al.10 1,
demonstrated that values of a = 5xl0-18 cm2 and %h = -10-21 cm 3 , very accurately
describe the limiting action in Si. Since carriers are linearly generated in Si at 1.06 PM and
the nonlinear absorption and refraction depends only on the number density of carriers
generated, these nonlinearities are strictly fluence dependent. That is, the response of a Si
limiter is independent of pulse duration under these circumstances. Again, this is a
desirable feature, since one would prefer a limiter to function over a broad range of pulse
durations. The recombination time in an indirect bandgap material such as Si can be many
hundreds of nanoseconds. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient1 00 in Si is -10 cm2/s,
indicating that for spot sizes - 10 pim, the characteristic diffusion time is on the order of
100 ns. These factors indicate that the response of a Si optical limiter will be essentially
independent of pulse width from picoseconds to a tenth of a microsecond.

In addition, the large effective masses of the X-valleys (me= 0.98 in) and the heavy-hole
valence band (m'= 0.49 m0) result in a large density of states in both bands, allowing very
high carrier densities to be generated without saturation. For example, a carrier density of
1019 cnr 3 is readily generated at a fluence of - 200 mJ/cm2 without saturating the
absorption or damaging the Si surface. Such large carrier densities lead to very large index
changes (An = nehN - 0.01) and, hence, very effective optical limiting.

On the other hand, the resonant nature of the carrier generation in a Si limiter severely
restricts the bandwidth of this device. The frequency dependence of the linear absorption
coefficient dictates that the limiter can be optimized for both linear transmission and limiting
level over only a very narrow region of wavelengths.

In contrast with Si, GaAs is a direct gap semiconductor with a room temperature bandgap
of 1.42 eV. As such, 1.06 IJm light cannot induce single-photon transitions from the

valence band to the conduction band. On the other hand, for sufficiently high intensities,
significant TPA can occur. Hence, for short pulses at 1.06 grm, TPA reduces the GaAs

limiter transmission. In addition, and again more importantly, this optical excitation results
in nonlinear refraction associated with both the instantaneous electronic Kerr effect and
with the generation of free carriers. The former is described by Eq. (26), while the latter is
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K well described by Eq. (32). It is important to note that the interband contribution in Eq.

(32) must be included to accurately account for the accumulative refractive index change,

due to the relatively small separation between the direct gap energy and the excitation

photon energy.

At 1.06 gm, the TPA coefficient of GaAs99,102 is - 25 cm/GW, the free carrier cross3 section is99 - 3x1o-18 cm2 , the nonlinear coefficient associated with the electronic Kerr
effect is 17  = --3.3x 10-4 cm2/GW (-2.7x 10-10 esu), and the index change per
photogenerated carrier pair is17 neh = -8x10-2 1 cm 3. These parameters essentially

completely describe the optical limiting of short near infrared pulses in GaAs.

3 It must be emphasized that the nonlinearities that control the performance of a GaAs optical
limiter at 1.06 gm are intensity dependent rather than fluence dependent. TPA and theU electronic Kerr effect depend directly on intensity, while the free-carrier nonlinearities
depend on TPA for generation of carriers. The values of the nonlinear coefficients dictate3 that the GaAs optical limiter, in contrast with the Si limiter, will operate effectively only for
subnanosecond pulses. This situation is exacerbated in semiconductors with wider band

gaps which may be considered for optical limiting at visible wavelengths, since the TPA

coefficient is even smaller in these materials 14 . On the other hand, over a relatively broad
spectral range, the frequency dependence of the TPA coefficient 15 is significantly weaker3 than the frequency dependence of the linear absorption coefficient in either direct or indirect

gap semiconductors. Hence, optical limiters based on TPA and resultant nonlinearities
Shave the potential to operate over a much broader bandwidth than limiters that rely on single

photon absorption.

1 The optical limiting"03 of 25 ps 1.06 grm pulses in Si and GaAs is illustrated in Fig. 19.

These data were obtained using a large f-number configuration with the materials placed

near the intermediate focal plane. The Si sample is 1r-mm thick and the GaAs sample is 3-
mm thick. The limiter response for the two materials is remarkably similar. It must be

emphasized, however, that the Si response would be unchanged for nanosecond excitation,
while the GaAs response would be severely degraded.U
While Si and GaAs serve as excellent examples of semiconductor optical limiters that3 operate using widely different nonlinear optical mechanisms, the bandgap energies of these
materials clearly make them inappropriate for optical limiting at visible wavelengths. There

U
U
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are, however, a broad range of semiconductors to choose from, and many of these are

potentially suitable for limiting in the visible.

Van Stryland and co-workers have studied both refractive and absorptive nonlinearities in a

wide variety of semiconductorsl 4.1 6,"0 4,1 05,1 06 and have extensively examined optical

nonlinearities in ZnSe for application to TPA-based optical limitingl 725,26, 0 7 . ZnSe is a

direct-gap semiconductor with a bandgap at room temperature of 2.67 eV and pure material
is, therefore, essentially transparent at low intensities over most of the visible spectrum.

The mechanisms giving rise to limiting in this material at 532 nm are identical to those that
govern the response of GaAs at 1.06 gtm. This material is characterized by17 a TPA

coefficient 0 = 5.5 cm/GW, a nonlinear refractive coefficient (Kerr nonlinearity) of

n2 = -4x10 11 esu, and an index change per carrier pair of net - -8x10-2 0 cm3 . As with

TPA-based optical limiting in GaAs, the ZnSe limiter has the potential for broad band

operation, but the small TPA coefficient requires short pulses for effective limiting.

Just as there exist TPA materials that are the visible bandgap equivalents of GaAs, there are
also visible bandgap semiconductors analogous with Si. An excellent example is GaP.

This is an indirect bandgap semiconductor with a room-temperature bandgap of 2.27 eV.

Optical excitation of this material near the band edge (e.g., at 532 nm or 2.34 eV) results in
linear indirect absorption and the promotion of electrons from the valence band to the

conduction band minima near the X-points. The generation of these carriers provides a

refractive nonlinearity described by Eq. (32), as well as free-carrier absorption, though the
former has been shown to dominate the GaP optical limiter response. The optical
nonlinearities in GaP at 532 nm are essentially the same as those in Si at 1.06 pUm. In

contrast with Si, which has a direct bandgap near 3.5 eV, the direct bandgap of GaP is only

0.51 eV above the indirect band edge. Thus, whereas the interband contribution to the
index change per photogenerated carrier pair is negligible in Si at 1.06 ILm, it makes a

significant contribution in GaP at 532 nm. Again the indirect bandgap leads to long

recombination times, and the high densities of states in the conduction and valence bands

allows the generation of large carrier densities and, hence, large index changes. Optical
limiting at eye-safe levels (0.2 tLJ/cm 2 ) has been reported in this materiallg for 25 ps

excitation. While this limiter should exhibit a similar response for nanosecond excitation,

since the nonlinearities are fluence dependent, it suffers from the same bandwidth problem

associated with the Si limiter.
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I While semiconductors exhibit large and varied optical nonlinearities, these materials have
yet to exhibit all of the desired features that one would seek in an ideal optical limiter.
Materials and mechanisms capable of exhibiting broad band operation typically require
short pulses for activation. On the other hand, materials and nonlinear processes that

Sexhibit a fluence dependent response are typically narrow band. Hence, there is a great
deal of interest in either enhancing the TPA coefficients in materials for TPA-based limiting3 or enhancing the bandwidth associated with fluence dependent mechanisms for limiting.

BE. Linuid Crvstahl

3 The last class of materials for optical limiting that we will discuss are the liquid crystals.
Liquid crystals are best known for their use in active devices where an electric field can3 align the molecules to generate the ubiquitous displays on watches, calculators and
numerous other electronic devices. While it is true that active liquid crystal limiting devices
can and have been made for protection of sensors, they suffer the aforementioned activation

speed problem. Some researchers have shown that liquid crystals can also be used for
passive optical limiting.

Liquid crystals are molecules that are anisotropic in geometry and usually have conjugatedB p orbitals along their length to support charge separation. The delocalized p structure has
been identified as a potential source of fast and large optical nonlinearities. 109 They can3 become orientationally ordered in response to fields giving rise to many of their interesting
properties. Liquid crystals have received much interest by industrial companies for their

Iapplication to imaging devices. It is only natural that applications in optical limiting should
also be investigated.

B Numerous researchers1 10 ,111,112,113,114 have conducted studies of optical limiting with
liquid crystals. Of the various mesophases of liquid crystals (nematic, smectic, cholesteric,B and isotropic), the nematic phase has been found to be one of the most useful phases for
optical limiting due to exhibition of various unique physical properties.' 15,116,117 InB particular, the nematic phase exhibits large, different interactions of the optical field with
each of the refractive indices ( ordinary and extraordinary ray) giving rise to large
birefringence while still transparent. Khoo, et al.,118 have investigated the temporal

response of nematic liquid crystals to picosecond through millisecond pulses. In general
they observed two distinct features in the nonlinear refractive index: a fast component

U
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which builds up in about 100 ns and a slow component which rises to a maximum in 10

ms. They attribute these changes to density and temperature effects which had previously

been reported. 119,120 A very fast component was also observed that manifested itself in a

self diffraction of the incident beam. This was attributed to individual molecular responses

and was also observed in smectic and isotropic phases.

Although nematic is one of the most promising phases of liquid crystals, Soileau, et.
al. 12 1, have shown that isotropic phases of linear crystals can have large two photon

absorption (-0.6 cm/GW). The liquid crystals they studied had nonlinear refactive indices
an order of magnitude smaller than CS2 and, hence, were not as effective at self lensing

applications as nematic liquid crystals. When the two effects were used in concert, they

showed optical limiting of 30 ps, 532 nm pulses at energies as low as 0.15 microjoules.

The continued investigation of liquid crystals is certain to yield further improvements in

optical limiting performance. It is likely that many practical optical limiters will incorporate

not only a passive device for protection against short pulses, but also an active device to

protect against long duration pulses and CW threats. With liquid crystals, it is possible to

incorporate active feedback to provide limiting of long pulses in situations where passive

devices are ineffective. Hence, these materials offer the potential for both dynamic and

passive control in one device.

S. Summary and Conclusions

In this review, we have attempted to provide a broad overview of the present state of

optical limiting primarily for eye and sensor protection. We have discussed a variety of

nonlinear mechanisms, including reverse saturable absorption, two-photon absorption,

free-carrier absorption, nonlinear refraction, and optically-induced scattering, which have
been and continue to be applied to optical limiting devices. We have outlined some of the
problems associated with designing a practical optical limiter, with a particular emphasis on

devices designed for eye protection. Finally we have discussed a number of materials,

including carbon black suspensions, organometallic compounds, fullerenes,

semiconductors, and liquid crystals, which have been implemented in optical limiting

devices.

In spite of the variety of nonlinearities, materials, and device configurations that have been

used to implement passive optical limiters, no single device or combination of devices has
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m yet been identified that will protect any given sensor from all potential optical threats. This
is largely a consequence of the requirement that any practical optical limiter must not5 significantly reduce the performance of the sensor that it is meant to protect, but it also
stems from the ready availability and wide variety of high-power optical sources currently

m in use. Progress in the development of high power optical sources has continued unabated
since the invention of the laser. Advances have reduced the size, weight and complexity
and increased the efficiency of lasers. Frequency tunable lasers have existed since the

invention of the dye laser, but new advances in solid state laser materials, such as
Ti:Sapphire, and efficient frequency conversion techniques have extended the utility of
tunable lasers. Semiconductor lasers have recently been built which operate in the blue 122
and the output power of red semiconductor lasers continue to increase. It is expected that3 advances in laser development will continue, and therefore the need for protection from
malicious and inadverdent damaging optical exposure will increase.

The research on optical limiting devices is still in its infancy; the devices that we have

discussed are relatively new compared to the sensors they are designed to protect.3 Nevertheless, a growing number of companies are investigating their potential. To date we
are unaware of any nongovernment devices on the market which operate in the sub 10
microsecond regime, but that will almost certainly change in the future. Due to the fact that
many of the studies of optical limiting are aimed at protecting government sensors, it is3 likely that some research has been classified, and the results have not been published. In

general though, the U. S. government has been very cooperative with researchers3 publishing their results in this area.

In the future, it is likely that many of the optical limiters will be designed for a specific

optical sensor in a specific optical configuration. "Drop-in" optical limiters in general give
poorer performance than devices that are optimized for a specific application. The major
trade-offs are the dynamic range over which protection can be afforded, the field of view of

the sensor, the physical dimensions of the limiter, threshold energy for activation,
m wavelength and pulse regimes for protection, and whether the device is fail-safe or fail-

catastrophic. Further material research is clearly required to enable expanded sensor3 protection as well as new applications for these devices.
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Figures
Figure 1 a) The optical response of an optical limiter to incident fluence. b) The optical

response of an ideal optical switch to incident fluence. c) The "realistic" optical

response of an optical switch. i
Figure 2. Some optical limiters based on different mechanisms a) an induced absorption

limiter, b) self defocusing limiter, c) self focusing limiter, d) induced scattering
limiter, e) beam fanning limiter. f) photorefractive excisor device

Figure 3. a) three level model for RSA, b) five level model for RSA.
Figure 4. Plot of the incident intensity versus the transmitted intensity of a typical three

level RSA material.
Figure 5. Theoretical results for the transmitted fluence as a function of input fluence for a

TPA material for three input pulse durations. A TPA coefficient of 10 cm/GW

and a material length of 1 mm were used to generate these curves.
Figure 6. Theoretical results for the transmitted fluence versus input fluence in the

presence of free-carrier absorption for three values of the free carrier cross
section. A linear transmission of '70% and a wavelength of 532 nm were
assumed in generating these results.

Figure 7. a) Typical optical configuration for a self defocusing limiter. b) Typical optical

configuration of a self focusing limiter,
Figure 8. Schematic representation of z-scan results for a negative refractive nonlinearity

(dashed curve) and a positive refractive nonlinearity (dotted curve). Both
curves have been corrected for absorption. The solid curve shows the result of

removing the aperature from the measurement apparatus and collecting all the
transmitted light, thus isolating the nonlinear absorption.

Figure 9. a) Scattering intensity versus angle from a Rayleigh scatterer. b) Scattering
intensity versus angle from a Mie type scatterer with a size on the order of the
wavelength of the incident light.

Figure 10. The ANSI standard for eye protection for different incident optical pulse

widths with wavelengths between 400 and 700 nm.
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I Figure 11. Fluence as a function of position for optical pulses of various initial fluences ,

propagating through a uniformly active, 2mm thick, RSA medium and example3 parameters of ol=7.5x10"18 cm2 , 02=0, o3=1.2x10- 15 cm 2 , -2 T-5 =10 ls,

T3=120 ns, c24=2.8 ns and a gain of 100.

3 Figure 12. (Left) RSA concentration profile inside a 2 mm sample. host. (Right)

Fluence as a function of position for optical pulses of various initial fluences-

propagating through media with the RSA concentration profile on the left and

the RSA parameters used in figure 11.
Figure 13. Relative contributions of scattering and absorptions to the transmittance of a3 CBS sample as a function of the incident intensity (from Ref.58).
Figure 14. Optical limiting response of a methylene chloride solution of Kings

complex to 7 nanosecond and 25 picosecond optical pulses of 532 nm radiation.

Figure 15. Optical limiting response of a variety of RSA active materials to 532 nm

pulses.

Figure 16. Absorption spectrum of a toluene solution of C60. Inset triplet excited state

absorption of C60 (from ref 92).

Figure 17. Five level diagram for C60 optical dynamics.

Figure 18. Incident intensity versus transmitted intensity measured for C60 and C70 -5 Figure 19. Optical limiting in Si (filled squares) and GaAs (open circles) for 25 ps,

1.06 pjm pulses using an f/250 optical system.I
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FLUENCE DEPENDENT OPTICAL LIMITING FOR EYE PROTECTION USING GaP

Steve Rychnovsky, G.R. Allan, T.F. Boggess, C.H. Venzke, and A.L. Smirl

Center for Laser Science and Engineering, University of Iowa

ABSTRACT

We demonstrate an optical limiter at 532 nm using GaP in a low fV# configuration which achieves eye-safe

limiting levels and a response which is fluence dependent on picosecond time scales. Picosecond

techniques are used to measure the free carrier absorption, the index change per free carrier pair, and the

two photon absorption coefficient. These results are used in a computer model to demonstrate that

refraction associated with linearly generated free carriers acts as the dominant limiting mechanism.

Therefore, for pulsewidths longer than picosecond duration these results indicate that this device will

provide a fluence dependent response until recombination or diffusion begin to significantly affect the free

carrier density.



With continuing advances in the development of broadly-tunable, high-power lasers, there is a

need for a fast, passive, broadband optical limiter to protect optical sensors such as the human eye from

p exposure to damaging optical radiation. An ideal limiter would operate over the entire visible spectrum,

have a large dynamic range and wide field of view (low f/#), and provide protection at any pulsewidth,

3 i.e., possess a fluence dependent response. In principle these requirements could be satisfied by a device

which utilizes a broadband, fluence dependent, nonlinear optical material which causes the system

i transmission to decrease as the input fluence increases. Consequently, optical nonlinearities have been

investigated in a range of materials including organics, organometallics, liquid crystals, ferroelectrncs, and

semiconductors, with each showing potential for meeting at least some of the above requirements.

3 However, in practice it has proven difficult to demonstrate optical limiting in these materials which

satisfies all the above requirements simultaneously.

3 One promising approach of intereset here relies on nonlinear absorption and refraction in

semiconductors to achieve optical limiting. Most of this work has focused on materials whose bandgap

exceeds the photon energy so as to provide high linear transmission at low light levels, while at high

3 inputs the transmission decreases with the onset of the Kerr nonlinearity, two photon absorption (TPA),

and defocusing resulting from the free carriers created in the TPA process(1 ,2). These devices show

3 excellent limiting for picosecond pulses and are expected to be broadband due to the inherently broadband

nature of these nonlinear mechanisms. However, both the TPA and Kerr nonlinearities are intensity, as

opposed to fluence, dependent so that the switching energy increases with pulsewidth( 3 ). Con!.equently,

3 the response of such an optical limiter may not provide adequate protection against a wide range of

pulsewidths.

3 In order to insure a limiting response which is insensitive to pulse duration, we are investigating

the use of inherently fluence dependent nonlinearities in semiconductors. Specifically, we generate

I optical nonlinearities by exciting free carriers via linear absorption, which unlike the TPA and Kerr

3 nonlinearities, should result in a fluence dependent response. This mechanism has been used previously

to demonstrate optical limiting in the indirect bandgap semiconductor, Si excited just above the band edge

3 at 1.06 microns(4 ). Although this limiting was at infrared wavelengths and only a single pulsewidth was

32



used, this same approach should be useful for fluence dependent, visible wavelength eye protection by

another choice of semiconductor.

In order to determine the feasibility of this concept we are investigating optical limiting in GaP,

an indirect gap semiconductor with a band edge located at 550 nm. An optically thin piece of this

material should provide high transmission at low input fluences so as not to impair vision, yet provide a

reduced throughput at higher inputs with the onset of free carrier nonlinearities. Specifically, excitation

near the band edge will result in the linear generation of free carriers, and the subsequent changes in

absorption and refraction are expected to result in fluence-dependent optical limiting for time scales

shorter than the characteristic recombination and diffusion times in this '--terial. Indirect gap materials

are advantageous for this application since they typically have a large joint density of states which helps to

prevent saturation of the free carrier generatiou mechanism and long free carrier recombination times

which helps to insure a fluence dependent response.

Here we demonstrate that eye-safe optical limiting can be achieved in GaP at 532 nm using near

plane wave illumination in an f/15 system and we show that the limiting is dominated by fluence

dependent refractive nonlinearities associated with linear carrier generation. This is determined by first

performing absorptive experiments to quantify both the free-carrier absorption (FCA) cross section, cfc,

and TPA coefficient, (3. We note here that although the single photon energy is above the band gap, this

TPA is readily observed and is in fact stronger than expected, although it plays only a minor role in the

optical limiting at these pulsewidths. Experiments are then performed at different pulsewidths to

determine the source of the refractive nonlinearity. These results indicate that f=e carrier refracticn

completely dominates the Kerr contribution, which allows us to extract a value for •ie index change per

free carrier pair, neh. This dominance is primarily due to the fact that excitation at 532 nm is above the

indirect bandgap, resulting in the generation of large free carrier densities.

The sample used for these studies is a wafer of undoped, single crystal GaP, 135 ýam thick. The

wafer was polished and antireflection coated on both surfaces, resulting in a linear transmission of 26% at

532 nm, the wavelength at which all measurements were performed. To quantify the free-carrier

absorption in this sample, we used a standard two-beam, pump-probe measurement, where an intense
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pump pulse excites the sample, while a much weaker cross-polarized probe pulse provides a time resolved

£ measurement of the pump-induced changes in transmission. Typical results are shown in Fig. 1 for 25 ps

FWHM pulses and various fluences. Two distinct features are observed in the data: an induced absorption

that is essentially constant on a nanosecond time scale and an induced absorption that occurs only near

3 zero delay. The long-lived signal, which persists until the carriers recombine, is found to directly depend

on the photogenerated carrier density, and we attribute it to FCA. The induced absorption observed near

zero delay scales with intensity, is symmetric about zero delay, and occurs only when both pulses are

present, i.e. it follows the cross-correlation of the pump and probe pulses. All of these factors are

consistent with this feature being associated with an instantaneous (relative to 25 ps) induced absorption,

5 and we attribute it to TPA. We emphasize that, since the photon energy used here is -500 meV below the

direct band edge, this induced absorption is not likely to be the result of near resonance effects such as the

AC Stark effect. Also, since the signal corresponds to a loss in the weak, cross-polarized probe, it is not

likely that it is the result of a coherent artifact. The observation of TPA under these experimental

conditions is somewhat unusual in that it is observed in the presence of strong linear absorption, since the

3 single photon energy is above the indirect band edge. Similar results have been observed for optical

excitation above the band edge in both Si(5 ,6 ) and diamond(7 ). Including both TPA and FCA in a rate

3 equation model allows us to fit the data in Fig. 1 for all fluences with a single set of parameters: P31=7

cm/GW and ofc=0.8xl0"s cm2. To confirm this measurement, the experiment was repeated using a 45

S ps pulsewidth and the results were found to be consistent with those predicted using the measured

3 parameters given above. This scaling with pulse width supports our conclusion that the induced

absorption at zero delay is indeed due to TPA.

3 It is important to note that PjL is the cross-polarized TPA coefficient, which is distinct from the

single beam (co-polarized) TPA coefficient, 011, needed for modeling the optical limiting response. In

I general these two parameters are not simply related(8 ). On the other hand, for the zinc-blende structure

3 of GaP, if one assumes the carriers thermalize within the bands before FCA takes place, the FCA

coefficient measured in this cross-polarized experiment will be the same as that measured in a single

beam co-polarized experiment. For our excitation rates and carrier densities, this is a valid assumption,
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and we may safely assume that the afc value measured here can be used to model the optical limiting

behavior. I
The nonlinear refractive parameters and PI] are measured using the arrangement illustrated in the

inset of Fig. 2. This experiment is identical in form to a z-scan(9 ) except that instead of a Gaussian beam,

a severely-clipped Gaussian beam is used as the input. This configuration allows us to quickly change the

input and output V/# to mimic more realistic optical limiter geometries. However, since no closed form

solutions exist for the z-scan response for this configuration, the results must be analized numerically. To 5
verify the anticipated propagation behavior, we performed beam scans near focus to verify that these agree

with the beam profiles predicted by our computer code.

The first experiment performed is an open aperture z-scan, which is sensitive only to nonlinear p
absorption. By modeling these results, we determine a value of 19 cm/GW for the co-polarized TPA

coefficient, P311 and a value of l.lxlIO1 8 cm2 for the free-carrier cross section, a value that is in reasonable 3
agreement with that obtained from the pump-probe measurements. As before this experiment repeated at

a longer pulsewidth verifies our measured. values of P311 and afc. The magnitude of this coefficient is U
surprisingly large. Application of the well-known scaling law( 10 ) for TPA to GaP gives a value of only 3
2.4 cm/GW. While we recognize that this scaling law is arrived at using a two-band parabolic model for

direct-gap materials, we note that here the TPA transition is in fact direct and that this model has been I

shown to apply quite well to a range of semiconductors and insulators where a simple two band

assumption is not justified(1O). Examination of the band structure( 11) of GaP indicates that the I
anomalously large TPA coefficient may be due either to near resonance effects associated with a higher I

lying conduction band or with the existence of an optical critical point at this wavelength located along

the X direction in k space. 3
The refractive nonlinearity is determined by repeating the z-scans using a restricted output

aperture. The input aperture is kept at a diameter of 3.6 mm and the output aperture is set to a diameter B
of 1.6 umm. The results for pulsewidths of 25 and 95 ps are given in Figure 2 along with theoretical fits

which use an nch value of -3.lx1o022 cm3. The data are nearly identical for the two pulsewidths,

indicating that even for picosecond pulses the response is dominated by the fluence dependent I
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nonlinearities associated with linearly generated free carriers. Furthermore, since the response is nearly

I antisymmetric about focus, it is clear that nonlinear absorption is also dominated by the refractiveu nonlinearity. The implication of these results is that the response of a GaP optical limiter will be

dominated by the nonlinear refraction associated with linearly generated free carriers, a fluence dependent

* process.

For optical limiting measurements we again use the experimental configuration shown in the

inset of Fig. 2, but in this case we set the input and output apertures to diameters of 7.8 mm and 6.6 mm

respectively, which for our focal lengths corresponds to an fV15 system. This value was chosen since it is

the smallest f/# for which we may still assume a thin limiter configuration( 3), thus allowing us to compare

actual performance with that which we predict using our measured parameters. We note that such an f/#

also approaches that used in many practical optical systems. The results for two different pulsewidths are

5 given in Fig. 3, along with a reference curve giving the linear transmission. Theoretical fits using the

parameters extracted above are given by the solid lines and are seen to agree very well with the data. For

both pulsewidths the response is consistent with the model, and the two sets of data are nearly

3 indistinguishable, again indicating the dominance of the fluence-dependent nonlinear processes. In each

case, a switching level (i.e., the input energy at which the output clearly deviates from that expected for a

Slinear response) of <30 nJ is observed, and above this level excellent limiting is achieved even above the

damage threshold of approximately 100 nJ. For input energies up to 400 nJ, the output energy remains

S below 10 nW, which is two orders of magnitude below the 0.2 PJ maximum permissible exposure limit for

the human eye for short, visible pulses.

A measure of the dynamic range of the device is defined as the ratio of the input energy at which

measurable damage to the GaP occurs to the input switching energy. In the present configuration this

corresponds to - 5 dB. This range is limited by the relatively low GaP damage threshold of -100 mJ/cm 2 .

We emphasize, however, that the limiter continues to operate at input fluences far above the GaP damage

threshold, i.e., the device may be considered to "fail-safe". If we define an effective dynamic range for

fail-safe operation as the ratio of the input energy at which the output exceeds the maximum possible

exposure to the input energy required for switching, we expect this value to be many tens of dB.
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In summary, we have demonstrated eye-safe optical limiting at 532 nm using GaP in a low f/#

configuration. In addition, we have used picosecond optical techniques to measure the FCA cross section, 3
the index change per photogenerated carrier pair, and the TPA coefficient. This TPA process is

anomalously large, and is in fact strong enough to be observed in the presence of significant linear i
absorption. While, intensity dependent processes are clearly present and measurable for our experimental

conditions, we have demonstrated that it is the fluence dependent refraction associated with linearly-

generated carriers that dominates the limiter response. The implication of this is that the device should 3
function similarly for longer pulse durations, provided these durations do not approach the carrier

recombination time nor does diffusion out of the illuminated spot become significant during the pulse. I
Finally, we note that, while the GaP limiter exhibits an eye-safe response over a broad effective dynamic

range, this device suffers from a narrow bandwidth of operation dictated by the frequency dependence of

the linear absorption coefficient. We are currently exploring approaches that might extend this bandwidth 3
in GaP, as well as investigating other materials and mechanisms that offer broader operating bandwidths

while maintaining a fluence dependent response. I
We gratefully acknowledge the support of the Advanced Research Projects Agency and the U. S. 3

Army Night Vision and Electro-Optics Directorate.
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Figure 1 Pump probe experiments at (+) 17, (n) 28, and (o) 38 mJicm2 using 25 ps pulses indicate both a

long lived free carrier absorption and a two photon absorption process.

Figure 2 A modified z-scan experiment using (o) 95 and (+) 25 ps pulses illustrates a nonlinear I
refraction which is fluence dependent. Furthermore, the nearly antisymmetric nature of this data indicate p
that free carrer nonlineanties dominant absorptive processes in this experiment. I
Figure 3 F/15 experiments using (o) 95 and (+) 25 ps pulses demonstrate an limiting response which is

predominantly fluence dependent. The levels achieved are eye safe even above the damage threshold of

the material. Solid and dashed lines are numerical predictions based on the measured values for the

nonlinear parameters and are seen to agree very well with the measured response.
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